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;Jenif~r _named finalist for Georgia chancellorship
_ Howard University president interviews this week with Georgia Board of Regents, may leave Howard a~er four years
Dtrrlcke M. Dennis
Staff Writer

board of regents. '"If Jenifer or an) one of
the five finalists is chosen. he or she wil l
become the chief operating oflicer of all of
the universities and colleges in the state of
Georgia:·
Jemfcrbcompcting with four other can•
didatcs. Three of the candidates arc uni•
,wsity or college presidents. and the other
is the senior vice president for academic
.,ffairs of another state-wide univcrsit~
syMem
'The board (of regent,] is looking to
fill the chancellor's position on or before
July I." Miller said. "Whoever is chosen.
depending on the severity of their com•
mitments. would need to be a"ailablc by
that time:·
If Jenifer" indeed ofkrcd the joh. and
he accepts. he will oversee the fourth
largc,1 uni, er.tty') stem in the country and
control a budget of just over SI billion.
.. It\ an offer you don't just turn down
a, quickly as ,ome other,;· Jenifer said.
.. But I love Howard and I would consider
any move I may make now or in the future
a lateral one."
But when ,omparcd tn his rc,pon,ihil•
itics as pre,ident of I loward. man) call the
potenttal chancellor\ p<>sition a step up.
.. 1 think from Dr. Jenifer\ perspective,
it's certainly a move upward:· Engineering
Professor Gary I larris said ... He would be

\Iler four years as president of I loward
mil), a faculty senate .. no confi" ,otc and cl,tShes with Uni,ersity
ts. Frankl}n Jenifer could be movon
knilcr has been named one of five llnaliir thc position of ,·h.ancellor with the
:tr..it) S)stem ot Georgia, the coun
l,urth largest uni,ersll) system
But in an mler\'iew earlier thb week.
rdown pla)ed the potential job offer
~f ,c,cral that come across his de,k
pny given wed•.
I get inquiries for jobs all the time;·
r s.11d. •·Most of the time I don't even
d, but every once and a while an
oome, aero,, m) desk that I have to
think about. ..
11,;taccordmg to olficials with the Georl ,ersit) S}stem. Jenifer is beyond
c of just thinking about the posi
I lact, at The IIILITOP pre,, time
,. he w s in Atlanta for ;1 person•
n Cl\ w 1th the Georgia Board of
ch , talked "nh ,c,cr,,I ,carch com•
members of the board ol regents
b1, ,clcct1on as a finali,1;· accord1) Ka) Miller, a spokesperson for the

in control of a larger number of students
and many unhcrsities and colleges. not just
one:·
.. Now that he has served as the president of one of the leading comprehensive
universities in the country. he is definitely
qualified;· said Steve Fa,or,;. vice president
for student affairs ..., enjoy working with
Dr. Jenifer, but ifhc is chosen for the posi•
lion and decides to take it, I would consider
him an excellent choice."
last month, Jenifer was elected chairman of the l>oard of directors of the American Council on education. Some officials
with that organi,ation view the possible
chancellorship as an academic promotion
as well.
.. It i,, a bigger job. Most people would
consider it a larger task and a bigger job,"
said ACE General Counsel Stephen Steinbach. ··But Jenifer came from a fairly large
job (as the chancellor forthc Massachusetts
University SyMem). lie is highly qualified
and would be a great asset 10 the Mate of
Georgia:· Steinbach added.
Jenifer has held I loward's top job ~incc
1990. I le ha, ,pent the pa,t )Car Juggling
contrO\ersicso\er facuh)' tenure and campus vendors,,., well as rumors ol a "hostile" working environment for University
staff.
"No doubt about it. my time at I loward

has not been eas)•;· Jenifer said ... But
I've tried 10 do what's right for
Howard Un iversity, and I think the
vast majority of the I loward community would agree if they really
thought about it."
And lo some extent, Jenifer is right.
Several student leaders 11dmi1 that
although Jenifer\ tenure hr,s been
rocky. he has made some positive
strides lor the University.
·we·d definitely be losing someone whose had a significant impact
on the University in a number of
ways." said Graduate Trustee-elect
Kasim Recd ... But in spite of the
great deal Jenifer ha~ accomplished
for the Univcrsit), thcre·s still work 10
be done in order to move student
problems to a number one priority
status:·
Current Howard University Student
Association President Terri Wade
drew harsh words from Jenifer during
January\ student protests concerning
the r~moval _of campus vendors. But Jenifer, who is competing with four other
111 sp11e ol this. WJde says she harhors candidates for the chancellorship admits
no hard feelings
his time at Howard "has not been'easy."
'"I wish him good luck. I definite•
ly think he started a new trend for I loward problems of Howard such as our relation•
presidents:· Wade said ..., do wbh, how- ship with the community and the concerns
ever. that he focused more on the existing of the University faculty."

.......- - - - - - - - Cohen responds to criticism of Post editorial
By Portia Bruner and
A.Shahnaaz Davidson
Hilltop Staff Writers
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CAL HOME HELPS TROUBLED
ENS: The Whipper Home, established in
931, reaches out to abused, neglected and
ndoned young girls who are wards of the
· trict area. LOCAL, A6
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"ESTEEM" MAGAZINE
HITS THE STREETS: The
new publication relates to
young black women and features advice from columnist
and Howard student Ricardo
Swiner. CAMPUS, A2
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l\RENTS WHO WON'T LET GO: Do your
ents still treat you like you're living
der their roof--even though you're in
liege?! l\leet some students at Howard
ho are in the same boat. TEMPO, Bl

A-1

A5
A6

Tempo
People
Pul se
S p orts
Hilltopics

Cohen added that he would ha,c
been offended bv what he dcM:ribcd
as ··anti•scm11ic·' remarks. regardless
of his f,tith.
··t don·t write ,IS a Jewish person.
I write a., a journalist. I wrote the
same stuff about David Duke.. .People ha\'e a moral obligation to stand
up to bigotr)'.°· he said.

!llta!_
Malik Zulu Shabazz

,

_..__J l

Richard Cohen

I
Muhammad was invited to the University aft('r Muhammad's recent
controversia I statements made at
Kean College in New Jersey were
publicized by a New York Times
advertisement paid for by the AntiDefamation League.
.. My concerns run to how somebody who is, as far as 1·111 concerncd, a certified racist, that is,
Muhammad. gets th,n kind of crowd
at Howard Universit). I think there's
a problem when agents or hate reach
a kind of acceptability so that it's
ordinary forthem to speak." he said.

lie debate. But according to Cohen,
Shabazz\ arguments arc not based
on factual evidence. and thus there
is nothing to debate.
..I'm not going to debate the facts,
there are no facts there. Once you get
into that, you get into debating fiction. It ·s like debating the existence
of !lying saucers with someone who
believes in llying saucers:· he said.
But Shabazz insisll> the statements
he makes in reference 10 Jewish people arc bupponed by Judaic literature
and religious philosophy, among
other sou recs.
.., would destroy Richard Cohen
in an open debate using primarily
~ Jewish scholars. Jewish plantation
.,2 owner and writer Emily Mordecai
.J! gives an account of the DeGratz
~ and Hayes families who participat•
J; ed in the capture of Nat Turner and
s other rebel forces." Shabau said.
The law student further cited the
Jewish Talmud as another source
from which he bases his premises.
''I don't support anti-semitism. All
I'm doing is addressing the Jews·
role in our community. They have
been an instrumental part of our
problem and by pulling that kind of
information out there. they can be
part of the redemptive process;
Shabazz added.
Many students and faculty mem•
bers felt that because Cohen men•
tioned that Howard is federally fund•
ed. he was implying that such a
university should exercise some
form of censorship in its choice of
speakers. Cohen emphaticallv
Please see COHEN, A9

But Shabau, who~e exchange
with the audience Cohen cited word
for word, said Cohen should be held
accountable for offending him as
well as the student body.
.. , feel he owes students an apol•
ogy and an explanation because he
insulted the whole student population by inferring that we're slaves
who should be told what to do and
what not 10 do. An insult to one of
us. is an insult to all of us:· Shabazz
said.
Shortly aftcrthecommentary ran,
Shabazz challenged Cohen to a puh-

'

B i SOn face A&T today in MEAC tournament

INDEX
J\2
A3

When \.\a,hington Po,1 columnist Richard Cohen exprc"ed
pro,ocative views about what he
termed a .. Nuremberg rally .. at
Howard University. he struck more
than a few bad nerves.
Students and faculty alike were
offended by his remarks. which
appeared in a column ol the March
I issue of The Washington Post. but
Cohen insists that he cannot help
hO\\ has reader,;, particularly the
Uni,ersity community, interpreted
hh comments.
.. rvc been typing away since my
early twenties and it"s the constant
complaint from every group, ·we
characterize them·. ·we make it
seem like', ·we do this, we do that'.
There is some truth to it. I can't help
it if people think that it's all of
Howard University [that I was writing about! when I wasn·1 writing
about lloward University. I know
that's the w.1y it's read, but th~re i,n·t
anything I can do about it. If that's
the way they read it. I can·t help that.
There isn·t anything I can do about
it...l try," Cohen said.
According to Cohen, who is Jewish, the focus of his column was not
on the Mudent body. but rather on
thoscs1udent\whoat1cndcd the Feb.
"3 lccture at which Nation of Islam
representative Khalid Abdul
Muhammad was the keynote speak•
er.
Muhammad's address was preceded by an introduction by sec-

ond-,car 1:1\, student Malik Zulu
Shabaa. In his address. Sh.abaa
qucstionsd who c,,ug.ht and ~illed
at n,rncr. a, well as \\ ho ,·ontr,,ls
the Federal Rescne. bl,,ck enter•
tainers. the media and Hollywood.
The response he elicited from the
audience was ..The Jews."
Cohen expressed concern that

By Monica M. Lewis

Hilltop Staff Writer

Bl
B2
B3
B5
B8
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TE OF THE WEEK
e thing I've learned! The mind is like the
body. If you don't work actively t.o protect
its health, you can lose it, especially if
you're a black man, nineteen years old
and wondering, as I was, if you were
born int.o the wrong world."
-Nathan McCall from

Makes Me Wanna Holler

The llow.ird University Men·s
Basketball team is beginning a "sec•
ond season."
After coming off the heels of a
disappointing 75-73 loss to the
Bears of Morgan State University
last Saturday, the team plays North
Carolina A&Tat 5:30 p.m. today in
the 23rd Annual Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference Tournament in Baltimore.
With Saturday's loss, the Biwn
closed out the regular season with a
record of7-9 in the MEAC, 10-16
overall, finishing sixth in the conference.
" It ·s disappointing when you
lose," said Tim Waller, assistant
men·s coach. "You like to win."The
Bison ended the I993-94 regular
season on a four-game losing skid.
Despite the game's final outcome,
the men were in contention to take
the victory. But a Burr Gymnasium
crowd of 2,871 witnessed the

Bison·s inconsistent play, which led
to a Morgan Stale comeback and
eventual victory after a basket by a
Morgan State player with 39 seconds
left in the game.
Juniors Sean 'I\Jrlcy and Ari
Crowder led the Bison in scoring,
with 20 points each. In addition.
Crowder led the team in rebounds,
collecting IO boards on the night.
The forward also was named 10 the
1993-9-1 Men·s AII-MEAC Second
ll:am. TI1ree juniors were also hon•
orcd by the conference. Cen ter
Grady Livingston and guards
Tommy Brown and Cory Beard
were named 10 the 1993-94 Honorable Mention Tham.
In today's match-up, the Bison
face a North Carolina A&T club
that finished the season 10-6 in the
MEAC, 13-13 overall. 1\.vo of the
Aggies' defeats this season came at
the hands of the Bison: a last-second
66-65 win at home in January and a
77-68 victory in Greensboro in midFebruary.
However, the team is not taking

North Carolina A&T lightly.
.. Every IC!lm goes into the tournament in the same situation;•
Waller said. "We're all 0-0 and whoever wins three games will be the
team that deserves to go to the
National Collegiate Athletic A~sociation tournament."
According to \\oaller, the team has
to be upbeat about the tournament.
.. It's a new life for us. They [the
players] have to be excited and
believe that they arc ready to play,..
\½lier said.
If victoriou.s in today's contest,
the men face the winner of the
Maryland•E.18tern Shore/Delaware
State match-up in the 4:30 game on
Saturday. Both games will be held in
the I lill Field House on the campus
of Morgan State. TI1e championship
game will tip-off at 7:30 p.m. on
Sunday al the Baltimore Arena.
While both Delaware State and
Morgan State finished behind
Howard in the final standings, the
Bison had some difficulties playing
the two. They were unsuccessful in

both meetings against the Hornets,
losing a last-second 67-66 game in
Dover earlier in the season and then
last month's 91-85 llornet victory
that featured a bench-clearing brawl
111 the middle of the Burr Gymnasium court. The Bison were 1-1
against the Bears this season. with
both clubs winning on the road. In
late January. Howard overpowered
the Bears en route 10 an 86-72 victory.
Saturday's loss was a bit1ersweet
end to the I lo,v-Jrd careers of seniors
Otis Young and Donnail Diggs.
Diggs ended the regular season averaging 8.6 points a game, while
Young avcmged 3.2 points and 4.8
rebounds a game.
"Both Ot is and Donna ii arc
extremely hard workers;· Waller
said. "They ha,'C brought a ~ertain
level of maturity to the team, espc•
cially with Otis being nfarricd and
having a child. Without a doubt,
their work ethics arc second 10

none:'
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Slowe Hall program 're ache s' out and adopts local fami~

Single mother Angela Venable and her six children benefit from Slowe Hall community outreach effo,,~:
BY. Elsie Theodore ,
Hilltop Staff Writer
Glanc ing a1 the brigh1 smile
on 4-year-old Amber Vcnablc's
face, one would never believe
1hat she is a member of one of
1he District's necdies1 families.
But l hrough a S lowe Hall
program ca ll ed R.E.A.C. H., 1he
Venables and 01her low-income
fam ilies arc bcnefilling frol\l
communily ou1rcach.
Amber, her five brothers and
her mother Angela have been
"adopted" by the new L1tfY
Diggs Slowe Dprmit(iry
program, Res iden1s Engaged In
Achieving
Commu ni1y
Har mony. R.E.A.C.H. collects
food and clot hing fro m Slowe
Hall residents, and disperses
1hem 10 needy fami li es with in
the LeDroi t Park community.
Angela Venab le a sing le
mo1her appreciates the efforl of
the s1udents' interaction with
the commun it y in 1rying 10
establish a "1igh1" bond with
the commun ity.
"I defini1c ly 1hink it is a

good program. especially 1hc
tutoring program for 1hc kids,"
Venable said.
REACII chair Allcceia
Jenkins said R.E.A.C.H. is a
prime example of positive
interac1ion between Howard
studcn1s and the community.
"R,E.A.C'.11. has a new
approach to •giving back· 10
1he communily," Jenkins said.
The program had its ini1ial
developmcnl lasl summer when
Kelly Owens, a Slowe Hall
residence counselor, envisioned
a program that would allow
Howard University studcn1s to
become more in1erac1ive with
the communi1y. With suppor1
from Dean of Residence Life
William Keene, Owens made
~ the program a reality.
i
"It is impor1an1 10 get
'!! more studcnl~ motiva1ed and
-! aware of the different 1ypes
of community services 1ha1
'}; arc out 1hcre," Owens said.
0
Rev. Vincent Powell
Harris, direc1or of 1he St.
t....,._ _ _ __:,oo:~-"----'
George's Episcopal Parish,
Arnber, Derrick, Corey and Macarthur are four of the six child ren
informed R.E.A.C'.11. of the
of the Venable family adopted by Slowe Hall
Venables' si1ua1ion. In addition

\ 6

f

to collecting food and c
for lhe family, REA~•
members arc in 1hc p1oc 10
selling up a1-homc 1, b•
sessions.
llarrb said the p m(
embodies communil) ,, ,ge,
and service. "Thi1 r,
cxccllen1 example of b C
community is workin•, cl
for the hct1ermcn~ g,
communily,'' he ,aid
is
R.E.A.C II. not onh F:
a family for a semcstci. ► re
organizat_ion also coll" 0~
and clo1h1ng for Martha', b,
and 1u1ors children ,:
Ecking1on Elcmen1m S; m
Owens hopes 1hc pr C
philosophy of .. giving f k•
lhc communily will P·
1hroughou1 1hc Uni1ers s1
1hc Dis1ric1
w
·• 1t is important \\'
,1uden1s more in,ohcd, r<
communily lhey're Ii> o:
Owens said.
For now, 1he prop,
con1inuc i1s cffom:
needy families wi1I
LcDroi1 Park area.

U
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Student-run Newsvision makes comeback Nominees announced ~
BY. Mlakoda Schultz
Hilltop Staff Writer •
One Howard University
psychologist Hope Hill has spent
years researching 1he impac1 of
crime on you1h. A local high school
band director is he de1ermined to
find instrumen1s for his music
s1uden1S. A Georgetown reslaturant
prepares it food only by the sun.
And 1he Univcrsi1y swim team is
making great s1ridcs.
For more details, tune in 10
Howard Universi1y NewsVision nex1
week. After two years off 1he air, the
show is making a comeback March
17 on WHMM Channel 32.
In I 989. News Vision began with
the purpose 10 ac1 as a training
vehicle for Broadcasl Journalism
and Radio, TV, and Film s1uden1s,
according to Dr. Lee Thornton,
Facuhy Adivsor for Ne,vsVision. It
provided s1uden1s with a
professional resume rnpe of their
work and an opportum1y to learn
thei r profession with hands .on
experience.
With money donated for
equipmenl by T ime-Warner,
NewsVision ran for 1wo years. and
aired al mos II00 shows each year.
Thornlon said 1he accomplishments

are evident by wha1 1hc s1uden1s
have ob1ained by 1he experience.
'·Mosr of the s1udcn1s who
part icipated in NewsVision are
currently working as reporters or
news anchors, so that ought to sho"
a 101 about 1he s'how," Thorn1on
said.
As one of 1hc firs1 NewsVison
anchors, WTrG Spor1s anchor Gus
Johnson is apprecia1ive of what the
program did to prepare him for his
career.
,
"When the name NewsVis1on is
menlioned, ii pu1's a sparkle in my
eye," Johnson said. "h is the besl
college program in 1he nalion for
broadcas1 journalism s1udents. II is
what helped me get my fool in 1he
door, and any studenls who are in
broadcas1 journalism should do wha1
they can 10 get involved wilh ii."
Johnson added 1ha1 the
professionalism of the his 1apes from
News Vision heplcd him gel s1arted
as a broadcast jounalis1.
"News Vision not only gave me a
iapc 10 show 10 slations, but it gave
me a quality lapc and ii was thal
qualtiy work that go1 my career
started."
News Channel 8 reporter Kelly
Lyne, who co-hosted the program
wi1h Johnson during their senior

year, was equally excited about lhe
program ·s comeback.
.. My whole resume 1apc was made
up of work I did a1 NewsVisison.
The show \\as such a professional
looking program 1ha1 it ,er my tape
apar1 from the olher tapes news
direc1orssaw.. Being exposed in 1he
scvenih markel in 1he country.
Washing1on. D.C. is an exccllenl
opportunily for students," Lyne, a
1990 alumnae, said.
She added 1hat broadcast
journalism s1udents were lucky 10
have Thornton\ support and
dedica1ion.
"If Dr. Thorton is behind this
P!'°icc1. y~u know il\~oing 10 be a
high quahly program
ThorlOn said 1ha1 due 10 in.1dque1e
siaff i!nd funds the show was
poslponed un1il rccenlty. By
broadcas1ing three or four episodes
this semester, 1he Oepar1men1 of
Journalism hopes 10 res1ore the
program.
Depcllsha Thomas will co-anchor
1hc f1rsl and 1hird edpisodes lhi,
semesler. She said hopes 1ha1 she
can help to bring 1he show 10 lhe
srnndard that it was al before.
"I am h.ipp)· that it's back. 1\s"
freshman I was impressed w ilh
News Vision because Ihere arc Icw

schools that offer lhis experience.
and it will give me and 01her s1uden1S
the opporlunity to have nice
professional looking tapes 10 add 10
their (slories).'
Studenls enrolled in Broadcast
Journalism II musl jlCI 1wo siories on
the air, but News V1,ion is also open
to ,1uden1s enrolled in Broadcast
Journalism I and Broadcast
journalism majors or minors.
As a graduating senior and a
broadcas1 journalism major, Tuwana
Coleman said that crea1ing s1ory
ideas for NcwsVision be able to
enhance her abilily 10 find s1ories.
.. I feel 1ha1 i1 will develop my
journalisilc capabili1e, and gi"c me
a keener ,en,c for finding a lletter
slory," Coleman ,aid.
WHMM is also helping lhc
Depar1men1 of journahsm get
NcwsVision s1ar1ed again. The
,talion provides camera crews and a
liason field producer. Monique
Anderson.
"Our main ohjcclive is a,surc thal
,1uden1, have a bro;1d base wilh
producing and 10 help with queslions
or concerns thal ,1uden1s may have,"
Anderson said.

Engineering delegates to atten d n ational conve ntion
!=1¥. Derrlcke M. Dennis
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Howard Un iversily chap1er
of lhc National Society of Blaci
Engineers is going places.
Nex t week, a Universi1y
dclega1ion of approximalely 80
NSBE members will trave1.,10
Pittsburgh,
Pa., • for Jie
organiza1ion's na1ional co11ven11on.
Deemed "Reun ion and
Rejuvcna1ion," 1hc convention will
1akc place March 16 1hru 20 and
will feature workshops, seminars,
job/iniernship fairs and endless
networking possibililics, according
to Howard NSBE President Paul a
Johnson.
"The convention is really one of
the highl ights of 1he year," Johnson
said. "But it's more 1han
engineering workshops and
seminars. In past years, we've had
(

fun jus1 meeting s1uden1s from all
over the coun1ry while touring and
sightseeing."
Johnson added tha1 each year 1hc
organi1~11ion usually sends 80 10
I00 NSBE members as delegales 10
the conveniion. Each dclegn1e's
e.~pcnscs arc covervd by corporate
~ponsors.
'
Patrick Bosworth, chairman of
the
Confert:ncc
Planning
Cornmi11ec for NSBE, said large
delegations such as the one Howard
plans to have is nol uncommon.
"There are about 290 chapters
around 1hc country at various
~, egcs and univcrsi1ics,"
vorth said. "In the past, we've
ha every one of 1hose schools
represcn1ed in both large and small
numbers. I cxpcjl every school 10
send at leas1 one person this year."
Bosworth anributcs the success
of past conventions and the
anticipated success of this month's

convention 10 comprehensive
planning.
"Our organi,ation is very global
in scope ... Boswor1h said. "The
annual convention complements
lhis global scope wilh the elcc1ion
of new leadership from all over and
lhrough the various nelworking
oppor1uni1ies available on a
professional and a s1uden1 level...
''h's impor1an110 me as well as
10 other national offices 1ha1
His1orically Black Colleges and
Universi1ies siay in touch with each
other," he added. "TI1is conkrcncc
is one big way 10 insure this."
But for Johnson, the ne1working
opportunities
for
Howard
University chapler members arc 001
just 10 develop future conrac1s, but
to see what 01her universi1ics and
colleges are doing in 1heir
engineering dcpartmcnls.
.. II is my hope that our delcga1es
will be able to learn what 01her

schools arc doing and bring 1ha1
knowledge wilh them back 10
Howard,.. Johnson said. "The
conference is also helpful in
keeping chap1er members focused
on the dircclion in which the
organization needs to go.
School of Engineering Student
Council Represen1ativc Omar
Karim has anended 1he conference
every year sine.: he was a freshman.
lie said he looks forward to this
year's conference because of lhc
posilivc cnvironmcnl it provides
for African-American engineers.
.. II 's the opportunity of a
lifetime." Karim said. "The
conference is very Afro-cen1ric and
dynamic I encourage everyone to
:111end. even if they aren't
engineering majors. because the
ac1ivi1ies and workshops can be
useful in any field."

for next year's UGSA
Executive Board

By Traci N. James
HIiitop Staff Writer
The Undcrgraduale Studen1
Assembly nomina1ed members
for ncxl year's Exccu1ivc Board
and unveiled the theme for the
1994 Spring Black Aris
Festival during Tuesday nighl's
meeting.
rhe HILLTOP Policy Board
C'hairman Jamal Jones and
UGSA vice coordina1or
Matthew Watley are vying for
the position of Undergraduate
Studenl Assembly coordinator
for the 1994-94 academic vcar,
The winner will oversee lhe
UGSA office and serve on
numerous University-wide
commi11ecs.
!lither School of
Cnmmunica11on,
Represcn1a1i\c Monica I .cwis
or School of Engineering
Rcprcsenlativc Bryndan Moore
will sil as vice-cotudinator of
next year\ asscmbl).
The UGSA financial advisor
is accoun1ablc for all of the
assembly's
expenditure,.
Nominees Shawn Barncv and
Trina Smith hclicvc lhe) can
morc-th:10-adequately fulfill
1hcse dulies.
Assrn1bly mcmhcrs
bypassed lhc positions of
grievance
direc1or
and
programs direclor because no
candidales were nomina1ed by
the time 'Iucsday·s UGSA
meeting was held.
But ahcr UGSA Coordinator
Kanika McGhce admonished
1he new reprcsen1a1ives for
1hcir lack of par1icipatinn, two
women accep1ed 1he challenge
and the nominations.
"A, newly-elected
representatives. you were
appoin1cd to serve the students,

8

H

~nd we nre lhe progr
entity of the school if
nol know i1." McGhtt
School of B1
Representative Karen
and School of Ed
Representative
Sc
Sundiarn
responded
McGhcc's assertive re
Owens i, seeking the
of prog~ams dircclot
Sundiata is th n
gr,evancc ducctoi
I low ever. the gr
1
dircc1or posi1ion m1
climinaled from the E.1ca1'
Board. based on the r
a special referendum•
Feb. :!3 b) studcn1s A
to McGhcc, the dec1
up 10 the air.
"UGSA voled
..-alculatc 1he hallo!~
the graduate students
bad a chance le ,
opinion,." ~he SJIJ.
I he second 1ss
Assembly', agenda w
announccmen1 of 1hc tlic
1his year·, Spring Ari\ F
"Awarcnc,, The P
Sou I" " i II he llrough
through n mini gosret
live jau perlormanetS
nc\\ artist expo lbe
will also feature a
reading hy Ntonle S
famous for 1be hit pr~.,
• For Colored Girl,
C'on,idered Suicide Wltnl;;
Rainbow Is Enough."
e
A talenl showcase.
show, step sbo,, and
concert will round ou1 tbc 1
of ewn1s, which will;J1alr•
April 3-10
The fesl1'a l wtll
,, 1th the annual Spring
which will be held o
Y:1rd .. Saturday. and a
Conccr1 on Sunda)

I

Mi1,

New quarterly magazine promotes self 'e steem' of young black women
By Allya Davis and
Melissa E. J ames

•

Hilltop Staff Writers
Carla Welborn n=r subscribed 10
the notion that black people do 1101 like
to read. "I just think they arc looking
for something they can relate to;' she
said.
And with tha1 in mind, Welborn set
out to create Esteem magazino-{I
new quar1erly publication she hopes
1ecn-age, African- American females
can relate to.
The quarterly magazine, which
premiered in December 1993, gives
African-American females a black
perspective on fashion, educa1ion,
employment and other pertinem issues.
·The magazine's primary focus is,
however, to incrcascthesclf-esteemof
young black women.
The magazine's name was the rcsuh
of a brainstorming session be1wccn

Welborn and other friends, who laier rcla1e 10 the women featured in lhe
became fellow MaCf member.;. They magazines, but read them lx·causc
agreed the magazine's purpose would there were no ahernalivc.s.
be 10 promote self-esteem.
The premiere is.sue of Esteem,
"Sclf-es1eem is impor1an1 hccausc which features Queen Lalifah on the
ii affects the way we relate to others. h <XM!L contains articles on young black
affects how we
- ~-women living
think and feel.If
wi1h
AIDS,
you think and
chronicles 1he
feel positively
lives of single
aboul yourself,
young mothers
you c;IJ1 make a
and delves in10
posi1ive in1pact
the 1opic of
in
sociely,"
racism on college
E s t e e m
campuses.
mag az ine
"I gave oul
publicist Caron
aboul 200 free
Byrd said.
issues
last
We lborn
scmcsterandl~
recalled avidly
a lot of positive
reading Young
feedback. There
Miss,Seventeen
arc a 101 of
and
oiher
~
magazines ou1,
mag a zincs
Howard student and 'Esteem'
but there arc few
geared toward
columnist Ricardo Swlner
that primarily
women as a teen-ager and noted how dc.11 with young black women and I
she felt dishcarlencd by the scarce think this is one of the best of them,"
faces of color. She said she could not I loward University s1udcnt Ricardo

Swincr said.
Swiner, who,,c advice column, "A,k
Ric," appears in the quarterly
publica1ion, is a senior al Howard
majoring in broadcast journalism. His
column gives the male perspective 10
1he ques1ions that female readers
submi1 10 the magazine.
..It·snot just my perliOnal opinion. I
go out and interview people on the
1opic. I pul in my lwo cenis, then I a.<;k
other guys their viC\vs," Swincr said.
The magazine also features career,
education, beauty, hair, en1cr1ainment,
heahh and fitness and sports
informalion. In fu1urc issues, the staff
hopes to expand its coverage by
incorporating 1ravel, cooking,
spirituali1y and horoscopes.
She said that although the budge1
only allows for quarterly publication,
she eventually ,vru11S 10 publish Esteem
momhly. As a new publicalion, the
mag;ujne crca1or further explained,
Esteem has had some problems
finding adcqua1e advertising.
")bu would think 1hat the black
companies would be more

undcl'Slanding lx-c-Jusc at one time
tltt.')' were in the same boa1, but they arc
O<lt. I guc.'-' it ju;,1 comes clown to the

money" she said
The staff ill l::sl~'Cm hopt.."i 10 bring
their magazine to life by sponsoring a
series of workshops thal will lake place
all=~ the country. The first of these
workshops, titled ''Taking Care of 'rou/
Toking Care of Business," will be held
at Howard tomorrow in the ballroom
of the Armour J. Blackburn University
Center.
"We've assembled a panel of
speakers on building posilive sclfcstccm, business etiqucne. physical
fitness, dale rape and domcMic
violence. \¼'re going to have a fashion
show and hair and make-up makeovers on sire," Byrd said.
Special gucslS include former
Cosby Show star Keisha Knighl
l'ullium; Angie and Debbie Winan.~,
the youngCM members of the gospel
sinjling family; and Howard
Umversity's own Deya Smith. who
currently reigns a.s Miss Black USA.
Those interested in attending this

free workshop can l'Ol1t:1,1
(703) 369-7639. The \\or!.
lake place from I0:3(1 p.m
And Esteem can bc purd,.tlll'
al Gianl Food S1ores, r,,,..,
Stores and B. Dallon a.~iil
an1ong other place.""! really do bcliC\C 1hat_rn:!
a po,5itivc magazine. I get si<i
of seeing black women realJ.11
and Co6mo. This magazi:t 1
[$1.95], and i1 is muchrooit~
has fashion, bu1 i1 also ~
a!Joul how lo live. aboot sd,.n'JII
smgle mother,- ... aboul ,~
i1. It has a lot nf ,1u
inspirational,'' S" incr said
Mosl of the material b~'-"
by profcs.sional and studcnl ·
a5 well as from people II ti
write or have somc1hii/
according 10 Welborn Bi
encourages sludcnL, who\\,storics or poems, 1akc ~ .
draw art for E.Slccm 1osot,m
and resumes to P.O. IJ<'I
Cincinnali, Ohio. 45:0-1 ">
number is (513) 821-19.\9.
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,aoward students earn as they learn at Convention Cafe
K1f1Y8 W1111ams
~ Staff Writer

ttc~c studcnh ha,e been

nto'do just about anything
1n money for tuition, rent,
I< and other college
.nscs. Some lloward
,.1,it) ,tudcnts even take
ntJgc of the club scene 10
~u,iness experience and a
,c,ua doll~rs. And the
,01ion Cafe 1s one of those
' , where students arc
1g both.
,dn. the Convention Cafe
, irinct restaurant. But on
, and Saturday nights, the
1an1 is tran,formcd into a
club with s1uden1s
..1g 10 reggae and hip- hop
~ung Guru. a sophomore
:11n~ major, is one of the
,cntaon Cafe DJ's who
the music going un ti I way
midnight.
\lthough Guru usually
, at least IO hours every
end at the club. he said his
Joe, not intcrlcre with his
,11bili1ics at school.
:: actuall) help, me locus
, IOI Because I no longer

have idle time, I am forced to
do my work as soon as
possible," Guru said.
Although the money he
earns 1s not used for tuition, it
helps him pa, rent, phone bills
and car expenses. He added that
the exposure, contacts and
experience he has gained in the
business will be useful when
he tries to pursue his own
record label.
As a bouncer, Lawrence
Fro,1;ier, a j'unior. is one of the
big men w 10 stands post at the
Convention Cafe doors every
weekend. I le has been working
in securit)· since 1989.
.. , started off wor~ing the
front door at house parties and
Bentley's in New York City,"
the criminal law major said.
While a student at the
University, Frazier has worked
as security at the Rit,1;.
Kilimanjaro and other clubs.
Frazier is responsible for
ensuring the safety of the
Convcn11on Cafe patrons ever,
Friday and Saturoay night,
searching everyone who comes
through the door. When his
searcti lead, 10 the discover)
of guns or other weapons, it is
his job to prevent armed

hv

patrons from en1ering the club
until they dispose of 1heir

weapons.
Frazier se nds most of th e
money he cams to his one year-old daughter in New York.
Alonzo Whitney, a Radio,
Tulevision and Film major, has
been in charge of Convention
Ca fc
promotions
si nee
November 1993. He said he
passes out thousands of flyers
each week and packs the
Convention
Cafe
every
weekend.
Whilney is now promoting
a new hip-hip group called
lleuvy Weight Productions, in
associution with the Derclytklz.
an organization consisting of
various hip-hop groups.
"I use the money to go into
the recording studio 10 produce
hip-hop music," Whitney said.
Dominique Moxey, a recent
University graduate
and
manager of the Convention
Cafe at IO 15 7th St., began
hosting club parties in the
summer of 1990 at the Body
Box Club in Washington. D.C.
There, he gained 1he experience
and clout to do it on h is own.
"The c;,.pcriencc helped me
learn how to gel a good sccurit)

system, how 10 use differen t
promotional
techn iques.
Organization and lim ing is t he
key to s uccess," Moxey said.
In 1993, he began hosti ng
and promoti ng parties at the
Convention Cafe, which he now
manages every Fr i day and
Satu rday n ig ht. Dom inique's
duties incluile promot ing the
cafe via flyers, scheduli ng at
least two security staff
members every n ight and
booking some of the holies t
DJ's in th e area.
Anse lmo Gordon grad uated
fro m Howard University last
year with a degree in p ublic
rela tions. In 1990. he beg.in
hosting parties to help pay for
co llege .
fie is in charge of some of

I

utton Hall barber shop " A cut above the rest"

hut they .trc also shrewd busincs~mcn.
~ha1c turned their double room in Sulton
to a lucrative mini-barber shop with two
and c,1pcs and enough talc powder, hair
hppcr oils. cool lube, sprny disinfectant
sheen for 50 or more customers.
like coming 10 Tue because he is just as
·onal as any barber. but he's cheaper."
Robert Caldwell, a junior majoring in
,al engineering.
, h, s been culling Caldwell ' s hair since
1tcr and with a
o,ting only $5.
ell ~cts his hair
''Tl'T
m iour day,
10d Wink have a
: mono, which is
• them apart from
1 of ottier young
Q the dorms who

"No. I don't think so.
We arc at llowa rd
U niversity to learn,
and that includes
gelling different points
of views. Just because
something
is
controversial to people
in America does not
mean we shou ldn't
here wha1 they have 10

their tools cool between each use. And after each
cut, 1hcy apply hair tonic to prevent razor bumps
from forming. finally. they finish the cut off
with oil sheen.
Each cut b accompanied by advice on how
to keep it looking good. This is just part of the
qua I ity of ,er vice the) try 10 provide.
Alex Dennis, a sophomore physical therapy
major, said he likes the convenience.
"I don't have to go to a barber shop and wait
for three or four hours: instead I can come right
downstairs and get it done r ight away. Plus tncy
have flexible times when most barber shops
close at five," Dennis said.
This is not just a hobby for Tee and Wink; it
is a business in which they have planned a
future.
"Next vear we would
like to · move to a
O location closer to
campus so we can get

·
YYe are p l anning

Monica Millner
Senior
Mechanical
Engineering

Dijon An derson
Senior
Architecture

t

'·No, because I think
Howard Univcrsil)'
itself was established
with
a
lot
of
controversy involved.
There has always been
a lot of controversy
where Howard is
concerned, and I don't
think it is a problem
having controversial
speakers who have
controversial issues."

r.

i

into gelling
top-of-the-line
• supplies such as
shapers. Wahls
ngand Anachable

"No, because controversy brings on a wide
range of thought. II gives
different views that
allow you 10 debate.
agree or disagree with
tl'ic issue. Everyone is
not of the same religious
or racial background, so
this will create issues."

say.''

open up a little barber gia~~us~~~~~cccn~~~~1
life for many students,''
·
Tee said.
Sh Op On Georgia
Wink added lhal they
are currently saving
ar basic mollo is
1ou want 10 do
i. you have to be A venue some time in ~~:~e~g~o;e!t a mucn
i,erage," Wink
"We are planning to
·
open up a ltllle barber
n11 i, what made 1995 , SO We a r e Saving shoponGeorgiaAvcnue
some lime in 1995. so
decide to invest
1

([J)TIJ7f I
With the increa5ed attention
brought to Howard Univer5ity due to
racial and religiou5 i55Ue5, 5hould
the Univer5ity refrain from inviting
"controver5ial" 5peaker5?

1

c .ind Wink arc ,ophomore enJlinccring

"I want to g ive DJ's on
campus exposure,'' Gordon
said.
Gordon's long-term goal is
to allend law school to s tudy
Sports and En1ertai nmcn1 Law.
All of these s tudents have
one th ing in common, providi ng
Univers ity students w ith a safe,
fun environment for relieving
the s tress of the week. They
may.do it for differen1 reasons,
but whethe r they are securi ty,
DJ's or promoters, they all have
somethtng 10 offer.

SPEAK (l})lf 11 SPEAK (11)(! II' SPEAK $II 1! SPEAK (/1)/l."ll' SPEAK <ll>ll 11' SPEAK

~niversity students show
ntrepreneurial abilities
a Myada
Staff Writer

H oward's most . important
parties. Last Saturday, he he ld
a par1y al the Touchdown Club
after the last game of the season
aga ins t Morgan State. He
throws a party annually for the
incom ing freshmen at the
W. U.S. T.,
and
hosts
homecom ing parties and
official "after-parties."
Gordon c hooses the party
locations, passes out flyers and
poMers, schedules security, and
books deejays. He is in charge
of front ing the money for these
c lubs, wli ,ch can range from
$1500 to $2000. Most of the
c lubs want the money up front
or bar guarantees which he
must provide.
Some of the DJ's working for
Gordon are University students.

SOm e money and We

we are saving some
money and we arc going
10 get a sma ll busrncss

are going to get a ~~?d. in addition." Wink
Though nei t her
create a mini•
·
l
·
student is minoring in
r1bop in their
1obener serve the Sm a ll b USineSS Oan in business, each believes
they can s1ar1 the
busrncss without such
· ind Wink believe
giving
their addition," Wink said. courses. Bui they p lan
to take some business
crs
roya I

"At the Mecca of Howard
University, we shou ld
have al I speakers that arc c:tJ
for the improvement and "'0
upliftment of 1he black t,l,j
race. We cannot tel the ;i..
media determine who is
controversia l. Lei us
decide by hearing, what
these
·controversial
speakers' have to say:·

H oward Tomlinson
Senior
Political Science

~11.1

h

t to keep them
g back, and it
to be working.
l'lc) give a gooa fade and an outline, and
i out look mg just as good as Jou a_s~ed
uid O1is Riggins, a junior a ver1tStn$
Riggins has a spot in Wink 's barber chair
Sttnday at 3 p.m.
1110 shave close to 50 heads a week and
lore than I 00 regular customers.
and Wink say their servi.ce i~ a cut above
because they keep their clippers clean
<infcctant and clipper oils. They keep

courses after they start
their business and
complete their undergraduate degrees.
As for the cng,necring dcgr~es. thes_e
businessmen both look forwara 10 selling up the,r
own engineering firm.
They arc unclear as to what type of
engineering firm. but accord ing to Tee, "We
really want to give more opportunities to our
people, nol only by hiring Iii.cm bul bX giving
1hem a comfortable work environment.

"No, because that is
running from the
problem. Controversy
1s c,crywherc, Just like
with the 'gangsta • rap
issue. everyone made a
big deal out of it.''

I
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Compiled by Keisha Brown
Photos by Sharonda Starks

Akil
Senior
Telecommunications
Management
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24 A gold chain was stolen out of a stud_ent 's dresser in Baldwin Hall. TI1e complainant reports that
~ere several people in her room the day 11 was stolen.

l5 Acom lainant was shot in the shoulder.near G~orgc Washingto_n Carver I lall when he shot at three
card Univc~ity Security officers. Metropolitan Pohce were called m and the suspect was taken to the

s

d

l and later arrested.

c
ri

l6

s

S
d
bbed around the neck and struck in the head with a bowl w hen an
n~r;~~o;u;~~v~~n
~;;;J{.~inant and the suspect over dishes. The complainant suffered from a
ii!(,! forehead and scratches around her neck. The suspect was p laced under arrest.

'·
sg

!8 A Mudent living in the Howard Plaz:t Towers reported her ma il had been tampered with and items
bctn removed

f,~~

d ·~ I A e3r window in Lot Twas smashed and personal property was stolen.

;,

2 A resident at I loward Plnza Towers West reported that $60 was stolen out of her apartment. There

0 ,

no signs of forced entry.

ei'• .~J An office in the School of Business was ransacked but no1hing was stolen. Th csuspect apparent IY
e ' in through the tiles in the ceiling.

~

' ~ 3 A wallet was swlcn out of an office in the Fine Aris building.

~
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Cohen article was
unjust to Howard
close to the students and he knows them better than any
It seems as though Richard Cohen is mad.
Washington Post reporter. Yet, his objective judgement
In fact , it seems as though the distinguished
(which was not an apology) was not enough.
Washington Post columnist is ~o disturbed that his
Readers not familiar with Howard might get the
emotions have taken control of his reasoning capacity.
impression from Cohen's article that Howard is a hate
Unfortunately, it seems that some emotional damage
was inflicted on his "conscience" at a Muslim- camp. The truth is that Howard has a very diverse
student population, composed of blacks, whites,
sponsored event at Howard University's Cramton
Hispanics, Asians, Africans, Arabs, Jews and
Auditorium on Feb. 23, 1994, at which Khalid Abdul
indigenous Americans. There has been no racial
Muhammad was the speaker. As a result, Cohen has
tension on the campus that has resulted in polarization
applied a scatter gun attack on all those he perceived
and death threats. There is no hate graffiti on our walls,
were party to the event, even those who were not
making it unsafe for our white students. If there were,
present.
As one reads his article published in The Washington
Cohen would have known about it.
So it is rather interesting that Cohen could reach
Post, March 1, 1994, titled: "A Nasty Night at Howard,"
deep within his journalistic arsenal to vilify and
it is difficult to decipher with whom Cohen was really
mad? Was it the University for allowing the auditorium
objectify black students as "chumps." One must
understand that according to Cohen's reasoning, or lack
to be used, as it is indeed used widely by the
thereof, anyone not opposing Minister Louis Farrakhan,
community? Is he mad at Muslim students for
extending an invitation to one of their own? Was it
who appears to be his real target, is guilty by silence.
Isn't Cohen guilty of the same "tone deafness" to
Minister Louis Farrakhan who had disciplined Khalid
Abdul Muhammad for his attack on Jews and whites
the plight of Ethiopian black Jews who are being
discriminated against in Israel, because they are black?
(and who was not present that night or party to it)? Or
was it Malik Zulu Shabazz, law student and chairman
What has he to say to his Jewish brethren on this issue,
for the event, who reportedly went on the Muslim-Jew
and what has he to say about their conduct in South
rhetorical platform?
Africa today?
A more conservative analysis of Cohen's article
Another fallacy was that every person attending the
would conclude that it was nothing more than a resort
Muhammad speech was in agreement with what the
of gutter strategies that did the writer no good. What
speaker was saying. As a university, Howard facilities
he succeeded in doing was ranting from paragraph to
must be thrown open for debate which does not end
when the speech concludes. It is through public
paragraph, repeating fallacy after fallacy, being totally
unfair to the student body of Howard University and
discourse and reason that the truth will emerge.
assaulting the integrity of Howard University. Cohen
The underlying view of that article reflects what
saw no parallels in his vilification of the
blacks know the status quo feels about them, that they
aforementioned and what he was accusing the Muslim
are incapable of reason. They only have to look at
student leader of doing.
President Clinton's inner circle. They only have to look
Whatever the intention of the article, Cohen
at the institutions - at corporate America. Many
attempted to analyze the audience to make the larger
blacks are aware of this predominate view that they are
contention that "they [the black faces in the audience]
not capable of being leaders of tomorrow. Ellis Cose,
are not leaders of tomorrow, they are the chumps of
in his recent book "Rage of the Privileged Class," terms
yesteryear."
this ingrained discrimination as a concrete ceiling, not
Leaving that charge aside for awhile, let's look at
a glass one which we hear so much about.
the audience. That they were black and the event was
Cohen could direct some of his skills in exploring
why those students responded the way he said they did,
on Howard's campus \\/ere enough for Cohen to dub the
young section of the audience all Howard students. To
and use his pen to point out where perceptions of the
put the conclusion in it historical, stereotypical,
two groups could be directed toward greater social
empirical context, which white people have always
cohesion. But his ingroup-influenced assault for an
article would do little in this direction.
used to study blacks, what is the difference, anyway,
that they were black?
Howard, which receives Federal funds, partly from
One wonders, then, through what wisdom Cohen
taxes paid by black people, continues to turn out
academics of the highest calibre. It is not a Harvard
uses to look at a black youth and determine that he/she
because it does not receive those generous research
is a Howard student? But remember Cohen was
donations which the predominantly white schools,
speaking of an audience who, according to him,
comprised of 1,000 people, at least half of whom were
like Harvard, receive. But black students, fully aware
of being "victims of racism," intend to use the Howard
supposedly Howard students. Dean of Howard's
education to liberate their brothers and sisters from that
Student Life and Activities Raymond Archer's
oppression. It would be a waste of our time, and a
assessment of the audience of being fewer than 500
Howard students was not credible enough for Cohen,
misunderstanding of our history and purpose to choose
who dismissed Archer's views by stating, "Who cares?"
an anti-Semitic path to get there.
Then one wonders why Cohen asked? Archer has
been dean of Student Activities for many years. He is

All terrorist acts
must be punished
Four men were found guilty Friday for
bombing the World Trade Center in New York last year.
The bombing, as described by federal prosecutors, was
considered the worst terrorist incident ever committed
on American soil; six people were killed and more than
1,000 were injured. The defendants could face life
imprisonment when they are sentenced, May 4.
The men who were convicted of this crime weren't
actually seen committing this crime - no witnesses.
However, circumstantial evidence had them convicted.
These men just happened to be from the Middle East,
and they practice the Islamic faith .
The four men were tried and convicted, but whether
it was fair or not can still be questioned. According to
The Washington Post, one of the men, Nida! A. Ayyad,
was a chemical engineer. He was accused of ordering
the chemicals used for the bomb, and he called the New
York Daily News taking credit for the bombing. He also
wrote to the New York Times claiming he was
responsible for it.
Last year, when this tragic incident occurred, it was
immediately assumed that terrorists were responsible
and they were the likes of Muslims from the Middle
East. In fact, three of the four lawyers that defended the
men, questioned whether the explosion at the World
Trade Center was actually a bomb. The news of the
explosion sent shock waves through this country :
Turrorism had reached the United States - the kind of
terrorism that is linked to international interests.
Israel is an interest to the international community.

However, the Palestinians and other nations under the
Islamic faith are not necessarily as high a priority as
the Israelis are. So when the Palestinians kill a number
of Israelis by a bomb or any other arsenal, then it's
terrorism. However, when Israelis kill Palestinians
then it's an attack. Baruch Goldstein, a physician,
gunned down 30 Arabs praying two weeks ago in
Hebron. He wasn't considered a terrorist; at most he
was a militant.
The same may apply to black South Africans who
are killed by white South Africans. They ' re not
considered terrorists. The same may even apply to
people here in the United States. The bombing of an
Alabama church that killed four girls in 1964 wasn't
considered a terrorist act (historically). But these
incidents were terrorist acts.
As far as terrorism in the United States is concerned,
it has been here for a long time. The Ku Klux Klan is
a terrorist group, which has been in need of
investigation for years now.
It is just the stereotypical notion that Arabs and
Muslims are either responsible for terrorism or support
it. On an international level that has been created from
America's point-of-view. If Nida! A. Ayyad, Mahmud
Abouhalima, Mohammed Salameh and Ahmad Ajaj
did in fact bomb the World Trade Center, then they are
considered terrorists, but not because of their Islamic
beliefs or because of the fact that they are from the
Middle East.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:

In apl!reciation of Howard
University Hospital . ..
I would like to express public
appreciation to Howard University
Hospital's Chief of Neurosurgery
Dr. Gary Dennis, for exemplary
professionalism and caring in
performing two surgical procedures
on me in the last quarter of calendar
1993. I additionally would like to
commend Howard Univers ity
Hospital's fine nurses, doctors and
other professional medical staff
who assisted in my restoration to
health.

After having sought numerous
medical opinions since the spring
of 1992 for chronic neck and back
problems I have lived with, it was
Dr. Dennis who finally rendered a
correct diagnosis to my maladies on
Aug. 20, 1993.
All Howard University
employees and students alike
should be aware of the tremendous
health benefit that we all share in
Howard University Hospital. While
President Clinton attempts to push

his national heal th c a re plan
through Congress, we at Howard
should rejoice in having excellent
care available to us at Howard
University Hospital.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR:

Post commentary misses
whole picture
Tbis letter is written to all my
brothers and sisters who attend the
sublime Mecca! In the March 1
edition of The Washington Post, a
critic named Richard Cohen wrote an
absurd article about our divine school,
titled "A nasty night at Howard." This
article was written in response to the
night the infamous Khalid Abdul
Muhammad came to speak at our
school. Cohen disrespected, insulted
and completely disgraced the world
famous "Black Harvard."
The night that Mr. Muhammad
spoke, (also called hate night) though
on campus, less than half of the
audience was comprised of actual
Howard students. This statement was
confirmed by Dean [Raymond]
Archer of Student Life, but Cohen's

response was "who cares? . .." Cohen
still took it upon himself to call
Howard Students ignorant racists who
are, and I quote. ". . .led by Pied
Pipers of racism, and are going down
the suckers road to nowhere. They are
not the leaders of tomorrow, they are

the chumps of yesteryear."
According to these crude
statements made by Cohen, I
concluded that he is nothing more
than an opinionated, ignorant, bigot
who is trying to ruin the glorious
reputation of the school that bore
famous, positive African-American
leaders like Thurgood Marshall,
David Dinkins, Sharon Pratt Kelly,
Ossie Davis, Mike Espy and Debbie
Allen, just to name a few. He made no
mention of the positive things that
were happening at Howard, like the
African Male Development Group, a
group that meets once a week and
gives the brothers of Meridian
Dormitory a chance to bond. I would
love to invite Mr. Cohen to this
wonderful institution of higher
learning just to show him that his
article was unfair and very biased.
Not only should a public apology
be made by Mr. Richard Cohen, but
a public apology should be made by
the editors of The Washington Post for
letting such an idiotic critique be

Michael C. Elsner
Instructor,
Departn1e1u of Sociology,
Anthropology
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published. What we should do as a ~
Mecca family is take all of our old ,ci
Washington Post papers back to the .tk
stores from which they were emri
purchased as a form of protest (let u
them worry about recycling Iha
111
garbage). And for all of those who fal
subscribe to this lurid paper, oul
CANCEL IT! As for African ~
Americans, we don't have to pay to be 'Ml
degraded and discriminated against;
all we have to do is watch TY, go to
the movies or just apply for a job.
The bottom line is that we are too
intelligent as a people to let some
bigot take his frustration out on our
reputation; and for us not to do lra
anything about it would prove him
right. Brothers and sisters, let's make
some noise. Don't stand for this
because Cohen was right about one
thing; we are not the leaders of
tomorrow. We are the leaders of today.

,J

La 'Mont Geddis is a sophomore lb1
majoring in education.
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H oward wo,nen, be patient!
Charles Quinn
IJ like to l,tlk to ,tll or the
l'IJI there

for a minute. No"
th;,t I cannm ,peak for the
. ,1111n~aduh mate population,
Jg,c cspcrienced what many
l:d So ,i,tcr.., listen up.
·, c.,pcc1 100 much from us
, rcla1ion,hips. When I
I don't mean that we can't
•:d. or that we wilt hun you
~he often do) I JUst reali.rc
man) relationship, end in a
1of hurt kc ling, hrokcn
ind ~iucrnc,s.
g men do not want 10 feet
::d. When a young brother
into a rda110nship, many
he 11an1, to ha,c hi, cake and
ll.1
meaning that he (and
~ brother.. say this) wants
c\llU (his girlfriend) on 24, ndb). ,o that ,ou arc
• at his beck ,tnd .:all lie
und play \\tlh whon1ewr

he wants (his boys or his girls),
whenever he wants to, but always
know in the back of his mind that
ifhc called 1-800-My-Girl that you
would be there, sitting by the
phone, waiting on his call. But alas,
that rarely happens.
Wh<1t docs occur is the young
man\ greatest fear - obligat ion.
llow'! Once we start "going
together." you expect things. You
want to know where we arc and
who we're with. You expect 10 be
c;illcd
ditily. Our time. freedom
and l1lc arc no longer ours. We have
to ask permission to do things
wi1hou1 you if it connicts with "our
time." You may even a5k us if we
would do outrageous things just for
you. Would you change your laM
name to mine if we got married?
Like mtnc isn't good enough.
Would I stop watching basketball
for >Ou. e,cn though it's my favorite
,port'' Would I give up something
I cherish for you
mv

independence, the autographed
baseball of Reggie Jackson that my
dad got me, my fraternity that I
pledged an entire )Car for. And the
worst part is that you arc serious.
When a girlfriend of mine first
asked me these similar questions, I
thought she was nuts. "You want me
to do WHAT for you?"
Now I hear some of you sisters
arc thinking you don't do any of
those things and you're not
possessive like that. This may be
true, hut the bo11om tine is (drum
roll, please) sisters want 10 be
number one in their man's life and
that's the way it should be.
Ultimately, a man's priorities
would be first, God, then his
woman. I believe that it is the
woman's rightful position to be
number one. behind God. in any
"serious relationship." This order is
the ,·cry foundation for having a
good marriage and a happ1· family
life. The "oman must come fir.it.

Brothers, how could we show more
love for our women than to do
anything (with in moral and ethical
parameters) for them. If we say and
do put our girlfricndstwives first,
they w ill never want for more.
Why? Because we men will
dedicate ourselves to making sure
1ha1 every physical, intellectual,
social and recreational need of our
partner is fulfilled. Which brings us
to the problem w ith m<1ny
relationships today.
TI1crc·s no room at the top in a
young maO:S life. I took at my own
life, and I sec my own priority list
-first God, then yours truly. Quite
honestly, I even nip that order
sometimes. I know that this sounds
very self-centered (and it is), but
that is where I am right now. And I
would specu late that that is where
moM young brothers arc also. Why
else would we talk so much about
the need for "freedom•· and having
our "own space"? All I'm saying is

that we men don't want to have 10
answer to anyone. And I don't think
that is necessarily bad.
But we, as brothers, need to be
honest with ourselves so that we
won' t coerce, deceive and
subsequently alienate our sisters by
gelling into a serious relationship
only 10 bail out when we become
bored. feel suffocated or th ink that
we have found someone belier.
I look forward to being married,
as I'm sure many of us do.
However. I'm enjoying being singk
m the meantime-exercising al l of
the freedom I currently possess.
And 1·111 going 10 finish being
single, which means that I'll enjoy
all those things now that I can't or
won't do when I'm married. I c.1n
(change plans in an instant. stay out
all night, etc.) do whatever I please
within the guidelines set by my
I lcavenly Father. The truth is that if
I won't give a woman the position
in my life that she wants and

deserves. I have no bus iness
pretending that I will put her there,
using the guise of"going together."
serious dating, shacking up or
whatever. And neither do you, my
brothers.
So, I say once again, sisters, don't
expect too much from us right now.
When we say that we love you. we
mean it. Yet most of us arcn'1 ready
to relinquish the top spot in our
lives. So in the meantime, enjoy our
company as friends and
companions. Have fun with the
time we spend together. But don't
look for us 10 be content with our
serious relationships when all most
ofus really want todo for now isgo
out and play. Be patient, though. For
when we brothers are done playing
in ''the Yard," you'll get what you
deserve - a tender, loving,
commiued mate.

Charles Q11u111 is ,111 al111111111s of
Ho,wird, Clas• of 1993.

Vhere's t h e respect in the black co,n,nunity?
Oonnetrice C. Barbee
,nc more tclev,sion talk
I no-good" black men

onq-gruhbing" black
a I think I'm going to
• Granted. I don·, have to
, )!arbagc, and usual! y I
bt:t this d,t1·. out of she.tr
I turned to The Jerry
Shov, :-.lo\\, if it isn't bad
t \\C get on 11.ttionat
n and disrespect one
ml m.tlc ourscl,cs took
1h1, time \\C \\ere domg
11e m,m\ l,tlk ,ho\\ It was
y. and the shll\, ·, topic
h problem," in black
k rcla11on,hip,. Give me
The k" minutes of the
I I \\,t, ,1c1uallv able to
, \\ere comme nts like:
women should support
I h<re lr)ing 10 Sa\C
r.e}, I takc111t) women to
0

,hb\1."

bbck men arc dog,. then
bl3d'. \\Omen must be b u...: , ou with us."
blJck Y.Omcn think about

is what's in our
pockets."
"That's not true. I
dated a guy who was
·ghe110· once."
Then to top it off,
a whit.: girl stood up
and ,aid. "This stuff
is really making me
mad. fhc guy who
s.tid all black women
arc b-- ---sis making
,tit thu nice guy, in
the audience took
bad.
lie
also
disrespected all the
hlack women here.
And the girl who said
she dated a guy who
was
· ghcllo'
shouldn't have said
that. Plenty of nice
guys come out of the
gheuo. I mean. some
gel out and become
ctball pla}ers .
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That was quite
enough. I turned off
the television. To me.
the problem has

nothing to do with
whether or not the hype
is legit. Who can ever
know for sure? I las any
women who says all
black men arc dogs met
every black man in the
world? Has any ma n
who says all black
women want is money
met every black woman
in the world? Arc there
really not enough good
black men 10 go
around? Who knows?
The point rm trying
10 make is that all these
talk shows and articles
and conferences and
hooks seem to do is
depress the hell out of
me. I'm a 22-ycar-old,
black
fema le
in
graduate school here at
Howard. I 've always
been an academic
achiever. But I've also
always felt that no
success in the world is
complete without love
- a loving. commi11ed

relationship between a man and a
woman. Then I turn on the
television and sec us arguing and
disrespecting and not even listening
or trying 10 understand one ano1hcr,
and it makes me wonder if my
African-American dream will ever
come 1ruc.

Will I ever find that strong.
caring,
understanding,
monogamous. black man who I can
treat like a king and who'll treat me
like a queen? Or arc we, as people.
just too far gone to ever love lhat
much? I don't know. Maybe I'm just
tcning the media hype get the best
of me - combined with my own
bad personal c,pcricnocs. It all just
makes me wonder, will we ever get
ourselves together? Will we ever
stop
arguing
and
start
communicating? Will we ever stop
accusing and start trusting? I
certainly hope so. because my
dream is too beautiful to give up
now.

D01111errice C Barbee is ,111 aspiring
wrirer am/ a s111de111 ill tlte
Graduare Sc/tool of Arts anti
Sciences.

The Nation e,nbodies uplift,nent
N. James
mg upon the South side of
, about a block and a half

borne ot Minister Louis
I ,;iguety recall brother..
m,uits and bow-ue, asking
N) a Ftnal C'all. At the time,
d polite!) decline and
10 m} wa); feeling slightly
that one of tho,c radical
had interrupted m) train
t and delayed me on 111}
gh l·arraJ..han and I were
} neighbors. we might as
;c been Y.Orlds apart. All
Ult',. ahout the Nation of
10d one of its greatest
n. !'.fakolm X. was that

they hated white people. Today, the
reason for my ignorance is clear.
Ignorance would keep thousands
dependent and mentally enslaved to
America.
My real education about the
Nation and Malcolm did not begin
until.I came to Howard University.
On arrival. I began to take a closer
took at the neatly groomed men
standing on the streets asking
people to buy their paper. which
was filled with enlightening
information for the black
community. One day I took one of
the brothers up on his offer, bought
a Final Catt and began to read for
mpclf what the Nation of Islam
wa, all about. It eventually led to
me cracking the covers of Malcolm

X's autobiography. When I began
learning the truth of the
organization firsthand. I felt
betrayed. In reality, these men and
women were not hatcmongers I had
read about; in fact, I teamed that
they extolled the virtues of black
love, black empowerment and
black self-reliance.
The men in the Nation of Islam
on campus were the ones who
graciously opened doors and
respectfully bid me to go m peace.
The female members carried
themselves in a manner beyond
reproach, selling a wonderful
example of what black womanhood
should be. They seem to realize
that the first step 10 black power is
unity between black men and

Afrocentricity
fl Kele Asante
cproducts of our historical
Every one of us has such
, whether we choo~c to
c II or not Indeed some
m the tradition, of others
Oll'n and t,,c fairly decent
ut they cannot be full)
liv1.'S, in the scn,c that the,
cnt with historical reality.
~. a, products of historical
\\C arc made, produced by
mstances and conditions
gl\c rise to our presence in
place.
\owe arc is essentially the
dne" we ,hare with our
We arc norm.1th lt>ckcd
ancestor,• 1rallitions and
tl>ursc, "' enough African
, a11e,1, choose to reject
) that connection and to
some others' ancestors ,,.,
Ih•ve always believed that
the future today by virtue
hi,tor). Who you want the
~ be is reflected in how you
from one situal ion to the

next. Thus. Afroccntricity is a
culture. not a biological paradigm.
Since we cannot create apart
from our tradition. however
involved that trndition may have
become, we arc generators of
knowledge in a positive way. We
have regressed as a people
whenever we have forgo11en thb
fact rhis is not empty nostalgia as
some immature crit ics have
claimed but is the only way that we
can advance. W hen I say that
Afroccntricity comes out of my
own tradition. it is not to condemn
other traditions but rather to show
clearly the source of different
claims. And to show the !i<lurcc of
our different claims isn' t 10
demonstrate hostility nor to claim
superior traditions, but to
contribute to African-American
mental health.
Because we commit ourselves
10 our own historical tradition, that
is, we choose what is recognizably
our own sources of legitimacy. we
arc able 10 hear the voices of our
ancestors. Those voices, those lives,
those balllcs, those victories are

my inheritance. Indeed I understand
the difficulty we often have in
commi11ing ourselves to ou r own
centeredness; our fragmentation
has been both of our own making
and others' making. We ran a
course that interfered with our

women, which will never occur if
the lessons of sctf-rcspcct arc not
teamed by our )Outh.
Throughout my tenure at ihc
Mecca, I have aucndcd many
panics and functions, and some
have ended abruptly because of
some senseless violence. Bui no
mailer how hard I try, I cannot
remember any event where the
Fruit of Islam were serving as
security that was interrupted by any
violent brcfouls. I will hazard a
guess and say the community's
respect for these unarmed men has
made them successful in curbing
some of the black-on-black
violence. It is a known fact that the
Fruit of Islam have prevented a lot
of the crime in some of our worst

Time magazine, but I know for a
fact that it is not the upliftmcnt of
African people.
In a time when black people arc
regressing instead of progrc!»ing. I
find solace in knowing that there
are still groups like the Nation who
are concerned with the upliflmcnt
of African people. So. I have
decided to trust my own belier
judgement and base my opinions of
the Nation of Islam on my personal
experiences with the group, rather
than fall prey 10 the biased ideas of
an unknown writer who does not
care about my welfare.

Traci N. James is,, j1111ior majoring
i11 broadcast jo11rnalis111 ill tlte
Sc/tool of Co1111111111icario11s.

A fact of history
have become in this society.
Afrocentricity appropriates all
African history in the United States
and e lsewhere, but it docs not
announce some instinct for living in
the past. The past is alive only to the
degree that we capture it in our

"Afrocentricity appropriates
all African history in the
United States and elsewhere,
but it does not announce
some instinct for living in the
past."
historical maturity. That is why you
can still go in to black churches
wit h tong traditions of civil rights
and see white angels painted on
windows and wa lls. S uch a
situation shows how off-center we

neighborhoods.
So. when I read an article like
Time magazine\ Ministry of Rage
or any of Washington Post editorial
writer Richard Cohen's diatribes
on the Nation, I find it difficult to
corre late them with what I
personally know about Farrakhan
and his organization. And as a
journalist, I have learned 10 become
a critic.11 reader, and I know that
everything one reads is not
necessarily 1rue.
All Rublications a11cmp1 to be
objective 10 a certain degree, but
one must also remember that they
are targeting certain audiences with
hopes of achieving certain goats. I
cannot begin to speculate on the
goats of The Washington Post or

ow n depihs. History allows us
access to the livi ng models of
Afrocentricity.
There was a 1imc when Harriet
Tubman walked this earth. Ausar
and Auset did exist. By studying the

past, I c.1n gain some access to their
lives. to their histories, to the ir
power. In practice I can be judged
by how deeply I go in appropriating
my history for 1hc present moment
of living. Th is is the true meaning
of an Afrocentric approach to our
past. But Afrocentric ity is not
simply history, it is the totality of
our experiences as centered people.
How do we teach? How do we
educate our chi ldren? tlow do we
draw lesson plans?
How do we approach the
condition of our American past?
After all, we are Africans who have
lived amidst Europeans on the land
of the ancestors of th e Na tive
Americans. What constitutes our
essential historical qualities?
I believe the essent ial historical
qualities of the African American
can be seen 10 have the following
characteristics:
I) The irreducible commitment
of a historical consciousness to the
project of liberation and freedom.
This means that the African
American recognizes a different
history than that of the European.

Liberation becomes the project
established in the initial
enslavement and resistance.
.,
2) Having roots in me
great my thic, oral. artistic and
literary works of people of African
descent.
3) Resonating with the
rhythms, textures and arts of the
African world. That is, the arts
produced by the people of the
African world.
4) Serving the historical
momoot on the basis of cla-,sicat
transformations (Middle Passage.
Kcmct, Congo, Niger Valley, Meroc
and Nubia) wh ich we may have
forgollcn, but which exist in the
context and content of our current
realities.
In this way. I announce myself
and am announced 10 the world by
the cbaracteristics ol my
ccnteredness.

Mo/efi Kete Asa111e is the
Chairman of African A11ferican
Studies at Temple Unil'ersity i11
Pltilatlep/ria.
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Community health care clinic provides free AIDS testi
Inc. Clinic with lhat same feeling of
relief.
The IIIV/AIDS Program is one
of the many service~ offered by 1he
Commun ity Heallh Care Inc.
Clinic, 3020 14th St., N.W., where
Howard sludents can be tested for
1hc HIV virus for free.
The 1csting procedure at the
HIV/ AIDS Program is a
confidential procedure in which
people can rccciyc the results of
their tesls within a week. Results
will appear on the test only if a three
month time period elapsed belween
sexual contac1 with an individual
partner and the time of testing.

By Miguel Burke

,

HIiitop Staff Writer
Sonya Singlelon represen1s a
scgmenl of Howard Universi1y
s1udenls who arc brave and high Iy
conscicnlious abou1 1heir sexual
heallh. Like many of her
colleagues, she decided 10 have
herself tested for lhc human
immunodeficiency virus because
she feared exposure to AIDS, and
wan1ed 10 know 1he sia1us of her
health.
For1unalely. her 1cs1 resul1s were
ncgalivc; however, no1 everyone
leaves lhe Communily Hcallh Care

The testing procedure begins
with a counseling session in which
the person is briefed abou t the
procedure and asked questions
rci:arding his or her ~cxual history.
Then the person sets an
appointment
for
post-test
counseling.
If the results are negative, lhen
the person should rc1cs1 every three
10 four months to make sure he or
she is not infected with the HIV
virus.
If a person tests positive for the
HIV virus. then Carmen Bubba,
AIDS coordinator for the
HIV/ AIDS Program, will, make

sure he or she is properly treated.
·•we counsel the person based
on the diagnosis. and explain the
services available 10 the per.;on in
the communily for family members
and significant others. Then we
explain the services available in
community health care and how to
access lhosc services," Bubba said.
The program offers such services
as outpatient primary health care,
dental services, psycho-social
services and supporl services.
Bubba said people who test
positive rcacl in a number of ways.
''You can have all types of
reactions, which can be denial; fear;

acceptance; realization; concern for
[sexual] history, family members
and partners." Bubha said.
Bubba also said that if people
arc in a monogamous relationship
and both parties arc absolutely sure
neither has been exposed to IIIV,
then testing is not essential.
Ahhough the number of people
who come in for testing from day 10
day varies, approximately 100
people come in for testing a month,
and roughly 3 percent test positive
for lhe IIIV virus. There is no
informa1ion available about the
number of lloward students who
have come in for testing since the

Whipper Home provides life-skill training
expanded their focus, becoming lhe
home for abused, neglected and
abandoned young girls.
It is now primarily a place where
young women who arc wards of the
Dis1ric1 of Columbia and Maryland
can live. The age range of the girls
is from 12 to 20.
These girls were placed in the
custody of the Ddpartmcnt of
Human Services. Hurley said the
majority of them are sad and
depressed, and they don't care or
have any trust. They have been in
the foster care system for many
years. Some of the girls have lived
in live or six different homes and
communities and have attended
several schools.
Hurley describes the Whipper
Home activities as a healing
process. She says it's a time to work
out the pain and deal with family
loss.
"We believe it's possible to move
a young woman from point A to
point B, from dependency to selfsufficiency;· Hurley said.
As well as providing shelter for
the g irls, the Whipper Home
provides numerous programs and
counseling services. Programs
include mentorship, tutorial,
college tours, the transitional
apartment program and life skills
training.
The Whipper Home is a "homelike" environment that has full-time
and par1-1ime counselors, a mental

B).'. Aamonlca Alce

Hilltop Staff Writer

lns1cad of living on 1hc s1rcc1s
of D.C. with no place 10 go, young
leen-age women dealing wi1h life's
hardships can make I he Ionia R.
Whipper Home 1heir safe haven.
The Whipper Home was founded
by Dr. Ionia Whipper, who had a
vision to help young prcgnanl lcens.
Afler graduating from Howard
University in 1910. Whipper
became an advoca1e for binh
control. She !raveled from Wesl
Virginia 10 lhe deep Soulh leaching
and
educating
minorily
sharecroppers, farmers and
pover1y-s1ricken individuals on
how lo survive.
In 1931, Whipper and 01her
communily leaders es1ablished 1he
Whipper Home al 511 Florida Ave.
However, in 1he 1950s the home
was reloca1cd lo Channing Street in
Nor1heas1.
"Any young woman who needed
a place to siay when she was
pregnan1 could go 10 Ionia
Whipper's," said Joan Hurley,
executive director of the ccn1er
1oday. "Blacks had no safe haven
and Dr. Whipper gave us a safe
haven.,.
In 1he mid-1970s. 1hc concern
for child abuse and ncglec1 had
become prominent issues in
America. The Whipper Home

health person and a consuh,rnt
psychiatrist on staff24 hours a day.
The girls have comfort in knowing
that they can talk to any of these
individuals at any time.
Life skill training is one of lhe
more influential program,
sponsored by the home. It's
designed to ''develop and reinforce
basic skills for independent living."
It focuses on the ,reas of banking.
budgeting, home management,
purchasing habits and health care.
"We try to look at our young
women wholistically...We must
educate them and direcl them to
self-sufficiency," Hurley said.
But the girls have rules they must
abide by. They are required to
auend school. complete their chores
and return home by 9 p.m. They arc
allowed male visitors on weekends.
However, some girls have
undergone tremendous hardships,
and the Whipper Home was
sometimes unable to help these
individuals. Hurley says their
"open door policy"' isn't the right
approach for the,e girls; they need
a more militant or restrictive
environment.
Many ofth~ past Whipper Home
girls, called Whipperclles, auend
college, have good jobs. and some
are even married with children.
Some have allended Howard
University. 1bey give back to the
community by hosting seminars
and volunteering al the home.

Other organizations such as the
Coa lition of 100 Black Women,
Northeasterners and 1he D.C.
chapter of the Continental Society
assist and serve as mentors for the
young girls.
"We should never give up our
children. I feel they arc our most
precious commodity;· Hurley said.
Funding for 1he program come,
from various sources: The
Department of Human Services,
United Way, private donations,
corporate support and foundation
support.
• Jackie, a 17-year old resident.
says she loves the Whipper Home
because they have given her total
motivation 10 change her life
around.
"[The Whipper llome] is a good
program. but you have to work with
the program or the program won't
work for you," Jackie said.
Jackie is a senior in high school,
involved in sludent government
activities, and she plans 10 attend
college next year and major in
journalism and psychology.
This April, during Child Abuse
Month. the Whipper Home will
celebrate their 63rd anniversary.
Plans for expanding the program
and renovating a home in
Northwest arc in the works, ,o they
may reach out lo more abused,
neglected and unwed young women
in the metropolitan area.

School joins Boys and Girls Club for afterschool program
B).I Elalne Myada

Hilltop Staff Writer

It's three o'clock and school is
out. Usually Tiffany Proclor, a sixlh
grader at Emma Merrill
Elementary School, has nowhere to
go but home. But now she no longer
has 10 go home and face boredom
after she completes her homework.
She can go to the gym to take parl
in an aflerschool program.
For Proctor and more than I 00
Emma Merritt Elementary School
children, there is now a better
choice. Instead of running oul of
class onto the streets each Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, they have a
place to hang out.
"I like being here because I get
out of the house and I can play Uno
and sit with my friends." Proclor
said.

Emma Merritt Elementary
School, located at 50th and llaycs
streets. has created an alliance with
the Greater Washington Boys and
Girls Club. It is the first D.C. public
school lo form a relationship wi1h
the Boys and Girls Club.
The program is designed 10 give
children a place 10 do homework
with tutors, and a forum to play
games and go on some field trips.
Judilh Gee, a sixth grade teacher,
helped form the alliance with the
Boys and Girls Club, and she says
it was a desperately-needed
program. She has been a teacher for
30 years and has never seen a
program like this actually work.
"The school has always been
trying to find some way 10 gel
afterschool activities, but nothing
ever happened," Gee said.
But through inspiration from a

friend, Gee decided to look to the
Boys and Girls Club for help 10
create a facility for the youths.
Last year the program operated
striclly on Salurdays and depended
on the help of the school principal
and parents. However. it was a huge
success. Through a grant. the
program was expanded in February
and is run by Pat Mason, a Boys
and Girls Club coordinator.
Mason helps the children with
homework and plans activities for
them.
She said she enjoys working with
the children because she used 10 be
in their shoes and she understands
what they arc going through. And
some of the children feel that
Mason really docs know what they
feel.
"She [Mason] is like one of us.
She plays basketball and other

games with us all the time,'' said
Ray Frances, an eighth grader at
Merrill.
Mason said she connccls with
the children so well because as a
child, she anended a Boys and Girls
Club program and recalls 1he fun
she had.
·'These kids just simply need an
outlet and a place 10 have fun. So I
try to provide them with activities
they will enjoy," Mason said.
One look in her office verities
this statemcnl. Her office contains
electronic board games, footballs.
basketballs, volleyballs. handball,,
tons of t>oard games from Chinese
checkers to yaht,:ec and even cards.
So there is never a dull moment.
The program runs from 3: 15 p.m.
10 7: 15 p.m. and costs S2 per child.

Practical Exam

As a student, you are used to studying and being tested. When you have
prepared for the test, you have the knowledge and the confidence to do more
than just "get by." When you are truly prepared for a challenge you know it.
As a Military Policeman in the District of Columbia Army National Guard,
you'll train to meet and surpass challenge. Whether you are on patrol in a
residential area or securing weapons and supplies in a combat area, one thing
is certain. This kind of training and leadership experience can give you what it
takes to protect and serve our na~on's capit.al. That brandof experience
brings the confidence to pass whatever test you may face.
There are other benefits you'll receive besides leadership qualities. As a
"Capital Guardian" you may qualify for over $20,000 in tuition assistance and
salary over your six-year enlistment. For a few days a month and a few weeks
a year, you can get your college degree and a few things that you won't find in
a textbook. Be ready for your next exam.

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

fil;1,u·,~

Call your local DC Army
National Guard recruiter
today at 202-433-5142 or 5143.
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program docs not keep
information about such.
more males come in for I
females.
Sophomore Otis John
for the Ill V virus a,
routine blood test when 11(
the military.
"I wa\ nervous thinking
all of lhe dumb s-1 I did, 111
I got my results b;,cl I
change in my sexual
Johnson said.
Singleton, a ,op
emboldened by her dcci,ion
fort he HIV viru,. cncou
Mudcnts to do the same.

BETHUNE
MUSEUM:

A haven for blac

•

'..

Photo courteay of Bethune Mu..um & An:hlwo, In<:,

The Bethune-Museum and Archives located II
1314 Vermont Ave Northwest.

B).'. Genea Luck
Hilltop Staff Willer

When Hoy,,ard Unhcr,,ity students" ant to find out
var} ing role, African-American \\omen have pla)cd in
lhey can look to the Bethune Museum nnd ,\rchiv~s Inc
houses rare research materials. by and ,thou! prommcn
American women.
111c Bethune Museum and Archi,cs Inc., 1318 \'crrnoal
N.W., possesses within it, confine, one of lhc largc,t
ot documents re fating tu prommcnl ,\ fricnn• 1\mcrican
1l1c Arch1w, division cont.uns. personal lc11crs photos.
histories and manuscripts. It also features. the docurrt.i
records of men who shared e~pcricnccs with the"' \\Omc&
Since lhe Bethune Museum and Archi\e, Inc. "abil
headqunrters for the National Council of Negro \\omcn,tts
collection focu,e, on lhe Council's cvcnts."An}0ne who is researching on African /\mcrican,e2nbclll
from the material we have here. We h,1ve documclllS
education. civil rights, health, employment and \\omcn\1111
is.sues One can sec spccilically what one organital1on diJ Ill
in these Meas wilh their specific 1.'l>mmunity projects" said
Mcl:lrath, .111 "rchivi,t.
This month, the 8,•1hunc Museum and ,\rchl\es hie.
conjunction with the United Natmns As\OCiation in thc!llaUII
Capital Arca, will present art exhibits, panel discu,,!Olll
study groups under the theme, "Global Sisterhood llXKI
During the month. many lopic, will be covered, sd
African textile weaving and jewelry crafting. DiscussiaaS
include "Violence Against Women: Prostitution. fc
Circumcision and Wnrldw ide lraffickint! in Women,"
Image of the Other in the Media.'' which i, animated bf
\\llmcn\ ln.,titutc for the Freedom of the Pres.,: and "Afdll
Spirituality: Women in Rcligi,,u~ Prac;ticc."
"Students arc invited to attend .ill of the workshops and
but more imporlantly we arc an J\rcl11vcs and we in,ite
to make appoinlments 10 do re~earch," said Katrina GrCCI.
si1e coordinator.
The Bethune Museum and Archives Inc., which opcad
I 979, was the former home of Mary McLeod &'l~
educator during the pre-Civil Rights Era, who lived thmill
1943 to 1949. Bethune once served as president for Ille N<ll'
She became lhe most celebrated black figure of the NeW
Era, serving a.s an advisor under presidents Calvin o,:Jlf
l lerbcrl Hoover, Franklyn D. Roosevelt and I larry S. 1ltll'
Bethune represented the NLNW at the UnileJ Nat"
entertained many foreign dignitanc~. The NCSW bll
served as a link to the United Nation\ for womcn'sorganiJIIIII
in Africa
For more information aboul Global Si,tahood .2000
interested in making ;,n appointment to conduct rcscan:11.
(202) 332- I 233.
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Nicotine addictions prompt new

lllrilllri Capitol Highlights lllrilllri

(

•

Nation of Silence
On Feb. 23, the United States House of Representatives passed
a resolution to condemn a controversial speech given by. Dr. Khalid
Abdul Muhammad, the suspended national assistant to Nation of
Islam leader Minister Louis Farrakhan, as "outrageous
hatemongering.'' Muhammad delivered the speech .at a New Jersey
college last November, and it was sponsored by Rep. Tom Lantos (DCalif.) who stated "when freedom of speech is abused in a vile and
vicious way to promote hatred and to incite murder on a gigantic
scale, it is the duty of responsible legislative bodies to condemn such
speech." The resolution passed in the House 361 to 34 votes. The
U.S. Senate had already passed the· same resolution in early
February with a unanimous vote of 97 to 0. Rep. Don Edwards (DCalif.) mentioned that Muhammad "will be the only person in world
history whose speech has been condemned by the U.S. Congress."
Muhammad recently delivered another controversial speech at
Howard University.

'

By Rhonda Patterson
Hilltop Staff Writer
Smokers beware! The Food and Drug
Administration plans to regulate the sale of
tobacco products, after discovering that
manufacturers use large amounts of nicotine
to hook smokers.
According to Dr. David Kessler,
commissioner of food and drugs for the FDA,
in a Feb. 25 letter, "Evidence being brought
to our attention is accumulating that suggests
that cigarette manufacturers may intend that
their products contain nicotine to satisfy an
addiction on the part of some of their
customers."
The FDA has yet to enact any policies
regulating tobacco products. However, they
hope to use the Federal Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act as the basis of their decision.
Under the Act, products can be regulated as
drugs depending on the intent of the product
vendor.
"[Products may be regulated] if the vendor

'"Clinton
m n1strat on: -Oeeper 1n
Whitewater Controversy

White House officials have gotten tangled in the investigation into
the Clintons' involvement with a failed Arkansas savings and loan
establishment. Six senior White House officials have been
subpoenaed by the special counsel conducting the investigations.
This action stems from information that the White House and Treasury
offices held meetings to discuss the progress of the investigation. The
White House has also been ordered to release all records of any such
meetings. The latest discoveries have prompted the forced
resignation of White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum.
Although President Clinton agreed to allow an independent counsel to
conduct the investigation into the business dealings, the latest
missteps by the White House have only raised more questions.

1s

Ciinton joins Rosty In spite of investigation

Arizona governor opposes new Brady Law ~"
By Tasha M. White
Hilltop Staff Writer

I

President Clinton joined Rep. Dan Rostenkowski (D-111.) in Chicago
as he campaigned for a possible re-election. Clinton's support for
Rostenkowski has raised eyebrows since the representative is
presently being investigated by U.S. Attorney Eric H. Holder for using
federal money for personal affairs. Nevertheless, White House Senior
Counselor George Stephanopoulus said President Clinton is keeping
close ties with Rostenkowski, who is also chairman of the Ways and
Means Committee, because his "contributions on health care,
employment and training issues and a range of other issues are
before his committee. He is a valuable ally and we'll continue to work
with him." Clinton also pointed out that Rostenkowski "has not yet
been charged with anything."

lh ~5 ~.S. representatives sign gay pledge
Some 225 members of the House of Representatives signed a
contract pledging to refrain from allowing sexual orientation to be "a
consideration in the hiring, promoting or terminating of an employee."
Of those who signed the contract, drawn up by the Human Rights
Campaign Fund, 172 were Democrats and 52 were Republicans. In
addition, the Congressional Black Caucus members participated and
agreed to the terms of the contract. The executive director of the
Human Rights Campaign Fund, Tim McFeeley, stated that the results
should be a comfort to gay House staffers who are "living in the
closet" on Capitol Hill. Although Washington, D.C., and eight states
have laws against homosexual discrimination, there is presently no
federal law enforcing it. Moreover, Congressional staffers are not
included in fair employment and civil right statutes.

intends that the products be used as drugs for
Kessler also noted in his letter the possibl
therapeutic or diagnostic use or to affect the
dramatic effects the regulatory action wool
structure or function of the body," Kessler
place on society.
said.
"One must consider the possible effects
The FDA hopes to receive support from
of the Joss of this source of nicotine on the
Congress in implementing the plan. The FDA health of some people who are addicted t
has strong support from the Coalition on
nicotine and the possible need for a weanin
Smoking OR Health, which is comprised of . period," Kessler said. "It is also importan
the American Lung Association, the
to consider the potential for a black marke
American Heart Association and the
in nicotine-containing cigarettes."
American Cancer Society.
The FDA could regulate images appearin
"The tobacco industry is in the drug
in tobacco advertisements, ban free sample
business," said Scott Ballin, who is chairman
of products and require information in ad
of the coalition's steering committee. "We
that would disclose side effects caused b
know it. People who are desperately fighting
tobacco products, as well as ingredients
their addiction to nicotine know it. And now
contained in them.
aws
the FDA knows it."
According to Ballin, who is also vice Hll
Kessler cited data produced in a 1988
president of public affairs for the American iot:
report by the surgeon general that showed
Heart Association, compared to othei •tor
evidence that cigarettes cause addiction.
products, the proposed tobacco regulation is oa
According to the report, "the current evidence
minimal.
lya
suggests that nicotine, when delivered by
"Tobacco kills 42,000 Americans each yeai 100
cigarettes,
produces
physiological
and yet, orange juice and toothpaste are more ,sa
dependence resulting in withdrawal
heavily regulated for health and safety," Ballin ots·
symptoms when smokers are deprived of said.
\y ,
nicotine."
rm
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Compiled by Jonathan Wharton
Hilltop Staff Writer

As soon as the Brady Bill went
into effect on Feb. 28, Arizona
Governor Fife Symington started
making plans to file a lawsuit
against the federal government to
overturn the law.
The Brady Law requires a fiveday waiting period and
background check for handgun
purchases. Symington argues that
it violates the Tenth Amendment
of the Constitution and puts an
unfair financial burden on states.
"Our purpose is to question its
constitutionality," Symington
said in a news statement.
Symington pointed to a
Supreme Court ruling that states:
"The
Constitution
gives
Congress the power to regulate
individuals, not states."
He added that some states, like
Arizona, do not have the

"There is no persuasive
evidence that such an expense
will make any meaningful impact
against criminals," he said.
But James and Sara Brady,
who have Jed the seven-year

battle for enactment of the bill,
believe it is a significant step
toward decreasing gun violence.
"Law enforcement in every
state will finally have the means
to keep handguns out of the

Q

"financial means" necessary to
conduct background checks for
handgun purchases.
"The federal government has
imposed an entirely unfounded
mandate upon the people of
Arizona, without regard for the
burden it leaves on the taxpayers
who live here," Symington said.
Symington said he believes
that millions of dollars will be
spent on background checks,
damage awards and attorney's
fees - millions of dollars that he
says Arizona does not have.

l
•
1

hands of criminals," said Sar V
Brady. "We know the Brady Law
will make a difference."
James Brady, former Whit
House press secretary for Rona]
Reagan, was shot in a 1981
assassination attempt on Reagan. Ma
The gunshot wound crippled him St
for life.
The Bradys believe that the Aft
Brady Bill is only the first step in og,
controlling what they say is an a,g
American epidemic. Now tha , di
the bill is law, they are pushing fo Un
a more comprehensive gu11, iue
control law - Brady Bill II. The ·~
bill, which calls for the licensing ;1
and registration of handgun ar
transfers, will be introduced by ~ ti
Senator Howard Metzenbaum of ,,g
Ohio and Congressman Chai-Jes M
Schymer of New York.
th
"Filing suit against the Brady y
Jaw is a last-ditch effort by those ·~
who oppose gun control to sto~
the Brady law," said_ Shawn
Zelman,
commun1ca1Ions
coordinator for the Center to
Prevent Handgun Violence. ri1
Attorneys for the Center say that ~
Symington's law suit is
unfounded.
1-,
It will take about one week for Ii
the state attorney general to file d
~ the law suit for Arizona. But for ia
g now, the Brady Bill will be the
g> enforced. And the question of ' "
=- the Jaw's constitutionality may I a
S have to be decided by the ti
0
Supreme Court.
ul,
ai

James and Sara Brady

I

I

ti,
I

Hormone that increases milk production concerns consumers
By Elaine Myada
Hilltop Staff Writer
Activists have staged protests about it
and grocery stores have refused to sell it,
but the Food and Drug Administration
insists that it's all right. Posilac milk, which
is produced by cows treated with a
hormone that increases milk production,
has made anything but a graceful entrance
into the marketplace.
The FDA approved the use of the
hormone, Bovine Somatotropin, last fall,
and it has since raised questions among
many consumers.
The drug is produced by Monsanto
Company of St. Louis, under the brand
name Posilac, and it may increase the
amount of milk a cow can produce by as

much as 20 percent.
Although it was made available to the
public last month, many consumers may
never see this 'genetic milk.'
Some companies, including Borden Inc.
of Columbus, Ohio, and Ben and Jerry's
Homemade Inc. of Waterbury, Vt., have
refused to buy it. Also, the Maryland and
Virginia Milk Producers Cooperative
Association, the supplier for Giant Food
Stores, has decided not to accept milk from
treated cows.
In a letter to its producers, Robert
Vaughn, general manager of MVMPCA,
stated that the decision is based on the
" lack of
consumer acceptance of this product.''
" It is necessary to take this action at this
time to preserve your market and maintain

your customers," stated Vaughn.
As a result, Giant will not carry Posilac
milk and plans to let concerned customers
know.
Odonna Mathews, vice president of
consumer affairs at Giant, has drafted a
letter that will be sent to customers with any
questions regarding the sale of the milk at
Giant, which will echo these statements by
theMVMPCA.
Safeway milk suppliers have 90 days to
decide whether they will use milk from
cows treated with the hormone, and then
Safeway may switch milk suppliers.
Ann Cockrell, consumer affairs advisor
for Safeway, said, "At this time, we have no
plans to use milk from cows using BST, but
we will not know until the 9 0-day
moratorium is over."

Milk from cows treated with Posilac
carries no trace of the drug. But cows on
BST tend to get more udder infections,
which may indicate the presence of more
antibiotics in the milk. This is what has
consumer groups like the Pure Food
Campaign worried.
The group staged several protests in front
of stores last month, dumping milk onto the
ground because they believed the milk
would contain these antibiotics.
Others don't see what all the fuss is
about. William Stewart, a senior majoring
in television production, feels that as Jong
as the hormone has no side effects on
humans, there should be no problem.
" Everything on the market has
something sprayed on or added anyway so
I don't see the difference with this drug

ii

unless it has bad effects on humans,"
Stewart said.
However an FDA advisory committee
has set up safeguards which they feel will
"prevent unsafe levels of antibiotic supplies
from entering the milk supply."
Posilac is the second food that the
government has approved, which uses a
genetically-engineered substance.
For example, in 1990, a geneticallyengineered enzyme from Pfizer Inc., used
to make cheese, was approved by the FDA
and is now used in 60 percent of all cheeses
sold.
The FDA has decided that Posilac milk
does not need to have a label stating that it
is genetically-engineered, because it is
virtually impossible to tell the difference
between Posilac and non-Posilac milk.
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~~AWARENESS: THE POWER OF SOUL~~
Spring Black Arts Festival 1994
SUNDAY, April 3,1994
MONDAY, April 4, 1994

Call to Chapel
Mini Gospel Concert
Poetry Reading
featuring Ntozake Shange

TUESDAY, April 5, 1994

FRIDAY, April 8, 1994

Jazz Performance
Showtime at the Mecca
(Talent Showcase)

WEDNESDAY, April 6, 1994

THURSDAY, April 7, 1994

WHBC 20th Anniv. Celebration
Art Display
R & B Concert

SATURDAY, April 9, 1994

SUNDAY, April 10, 1994

New Artist Expo
Fashion Show w/ the
Caribbean Student Assoc.
Yard Fest featuring
Make Your Own Video
& Vendors
Call to Mosque
Cabaret

'

'f

'

I

I
r

Spring Picnic
Step Show
After Party
Gospel Concert

'
'
'

'

'

I
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INTERNATION

l'nured international affairs center
lirector ends chapter in life of service

ill Nanton
:p Staff Writer

{be one-year-old Howard
,mily
l n1ernational
r, Center i~ on i1s way to
,nin~ one of America's
1 nding ins1i1u1ions 1ha1
;c,on in1erna1ional policy
development issue s,
Jing to Horace G. Dawson
le in1 crim direc1or of
.r 11hose term end, a1 1he
r April
.,on "as in1crviewed by
HILLTOP following lhc
a1mcn1 of the new
, Julius E. Coles, who
named by Pres iden 1
iiln G. Jenifer last week.
a former U.S.
,3Jor to 1he African stale
,~anJ, was given 1hc
ly Jenifer in March 1993
mula lc programs while
1w,i1y searched for a

pcrmanenl director
Coles appointmen1 lakes
e.ffccr on May I. 1994. at which
t1~e. Dawson will co111inue in
h!s subs1an1ive position as
d1rec1or of the Patricia Roberts

Harris Public Affairs Program.
"We a re very pleased to be
able 10 bring someone of Mr.
Co les· ca liber to head 1his
important effort a l Howard
University," President Jenifer

.on.

Horace G. Dawson Jr

Julius E Coles

said. ··Howard University musl
be in the forefront of the efforts
to assure 1hat Amer ica's
minori1ies p lan a ro le in the
formu lati on
and
implcmen1a1 ion of American
foreign policy, and with Coles'
leadership we hope to make a
significant contribut ion in 1his
arena."
Coles is a veteran of almost
three decades of service 10 U.S.
Agency for ln1 cr nat io nal
Development (USAID). lie is
curren tl y the USAID mission
director in Senegal.
Coles was 1he director of the
Office Centra l and Coas1a l
Wcs1 Africa Affairs for lhe
Bureau for Africa; mission
director to Swaziland; assistant
direc1or in Nepal: officer in
charge in India, Nepal and Sr i
Lanka; program officer in
Liberia; deputy program
officer in Morocco; and

~uban youth leader granted
·isa for eight-\Veek U.S. tour

,r,daP.Lee

of Cuba and 1hc rest of lhc world.
lie is nol onl) an associate
researcher at lhe Center of S1udie,
for 'louths in I lavana, bul he is also
the Cuban rcpresenlativc for 1he
Organization of Ibero-American
Youth and a mcmher of Cuha·,
Union or 'loung Communists
Diaz arrived in the U.S. on
Thursday. March 3, and is in the
process of visiting college
campuses in several cities. llis
lectures address many issues
including how young people arc
facing 1he economic crisis in Cuba:
how Cuban youths were
instrumental in the demise of
apartheid and their role in the

s:a,wnter
r a ,cries of relentless
and urgcnl messages, 1he
10 gel Pavel Diaz
. • ('uban ,outh leader.
J S1.,1c, h,;,, fin"lly pit id
11 pressure b) elected
tudent groups and 0lhcr
rights defenders. lhc
1>1s1 has been granted a
!-e U.S. S1a1c Dcparlment
\r-"'cek tour.
·ndez is a dedicated leader
in Cuba and is i nvolvcd
s'IOC1ation, to improve
ween the )0ung people

struggle for freedom in South
Africa; and finally, why young
people in the United Slates should
defend Cuba\ right lo determine ils
own future - free of Washington
in1crvcn1ion.
Sponsored b) the lnlern,llional
Student Association and C.1ribhean
Students A.,socia1ion, Diaz will be
ill lloward Un iversity to discuss
those issues, as well as 1he
possibility of developing an
exchange program between
Howard University s1udcn1s and
Cuban youths.
The facuhy of the Cuban Youlh
Lectures Comminee solicits 1hc
con1inucd supporl of everyone for

this unprecedented event. The
commincc also urges everyone 10
join in the fighl to get Arleen
Rodriguez Dcrivet, another Cuban
youlh leader. to lhe U.S. 10 join
Diaz on his tour. Leners. foxes or
phone message, should be sem to:
Dennis Hays. director of 1he
Office of Cuban Affairs
U.S. Stale Depar1men1
2200 C St.. N.W., RA-CCA,
Room 3250
Washington. D.C. 20520
Fax: (202) 736-4475.
Tel: (202) 647-9273.

ass is1an1 program officer in
Vietnam.
In 1991, he served as Career
Minister, the highest rank in
1he na1ion's eli le corps of
foreign service officers.
Lasl year, W. K . Kellogg
Foundation awarded ll oward
University a $3 million grant lo
es tablish lloward Univcrsily
I ntcrnational Affairs Center.
Since the inauguration of the

cen1er, ii has sponsored severa l
conferences on imernationa l
affairs, includ ing one on
·'Ethics in U.S Fore ign Po licy."
The center is also sponsoring a
conference from April 7 . 8 on
dcvclopmcnl problems in SubSaharan Africa.
Dawson said his tenure and
active involvement as the
interim director of 1he center
has been a very ··cxciling and

Ethiopian artifacts donated
to the School of Divinity
By Linda P. Lee
HIiitop Staff Writer
One of the nation's largest
t·ollections of Ethiopian Sacred
Artifacts was presented ro
Howard University's School of
Divinily on March 3, as a gift
from the late Dr. Andre lwecd.
"The Howard Univcrsily
School of Divinity is pleased 10
receive the Andre Tweed
Collection of E1hiopian Sacred
Artifacts," said Dr. C. G.
Newsome, dean of 1he School
of Divinity. "This invaluable
educational and spiritual
resource wt II significantly
enhance the stud} and
understanding of religious
history
and
worship
expressions at the school.'.
Theed. who died last year,
was a prominenl psychiatrist in
southern California and an
alumnus of Howard University,
The collce1ion. which he
started in 1950, consists of240
pieces of a varie1y of icons,
crosses and 01he r religious
symbols, manuscripts and
scroll s from the Ethiopian
Orthodox Church.

According to Dr. Ephraim
Isaac, world-renowned expert
in Ethiopian manuscripts and
director of Scman1ic Studies at
Princeton University, the
collection "has example, of
Elhiopic Bib:ical codices:
hymns. lilurgies and religiophilosophica l poetry: and
theological,
calendric,
homilectical, hagiographic and
religio-magical works."
The Andre Tweed Collec1ion
also includes apocryphal works
from a number of apostles: a
171h century manuscripl of the
New Tes1amen1 withoul the
Gospels; and an Old 1l:s1amcnt
manuscripl with lhc books of
Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastics,
Song of Solomon, Isaiah and
Olher prophets.
The Sacred Anif,1c1s is a
chronicle of early Christianity,
which features a vast variety of
African. Judahm and GrecoRoman cultures and 1radi1ions.
In fact, unlike mosl modern day
Christian relics, many of 1he
figures portrayed in the
collection have Semantic
and/or African foatures.

onference seeks to unite blacks despite religious differences
nMcFleld
s:atf Wrrter

going Howard Univcrsily
~'0Cia1ion vice president
lb:IX said the African people
~ can work together 10
~ development problems
tdi£iou, difference,.
.;a_, one of our goals, to
e people realize that
·" of wha1 religion -\luslim wha1ever••, we
lo sohe the problems of
.- ,aid the OUl-spokcn
hlcr at the opening of 1he
of rhc Nation" conference
1bc School of Business
il:tl March 3.
CXillfcrence was sponsored
SA and coordinated b}
X The Iheme for lhe
!panel discussion wa, "In
Of God."
members included the Rev.
Jl<\el. a chairman of The
llillll or Independence CoCon,cn1ion: Dr. Bernard
~. dean of the Andrew
lfcmorial C hapel; and
IX. s1udcn1minister in 1hc

Nation of Islam.
Reginald X told The HILLTOP
that such issues as the generation
gap that often exists bc1wecn the old
and the young at Howard, and 1he
University's mainstream approach
10 education led lo the panel"s
conception.
Bevel urged s1uden1s to utilize
all resources available 10 aid .tnd
lead w i1hin their communities, In
stre:,sing the 1hrcc areas 1ha1 bring
about the acquisition of knowledge.
Bevel cited prayer. faith and service
10 a lcgilima1e need .
But Howard Univcrsil} came
under harsh criticism from
Richatdson.
Richardson spoke of the tragic
absence of humility in many wouldbe leaders and cautioned the
audience members against gelling
caught up in a movement that 1hcy
arc unwilling to defend.
''People will build their lives
around whal you say. The question
is. arc you willing 10 die for il? Are
you serious about whal you say? In
order 10 have a movement. you musl
not on ly be able 10 take a bulle1, bul
be able 10 humble yourself. You

cannot have a movement in theor;·
Richardson said.
Michael 3X praised 1he foresight
of the organizers in recognizing
both the need for spiritual guidance
in the black community and 1he
oppor1uni1y 10 gather talented
individuals
who
dedicate
themselves 10 service.
He told 1he gathering: ·•This
conference and program is an
opportunity for all of us. There are
limes when Allah God allows light
10 pierce our mind. This is the
opporlunity 10 come oul of our
stupor and live. Lei who desires 10
lead, first be 1he good servant."
A local public school teacher
who auended the conference.
Oduno Tarik, comme nted on
agricultural implications of 1hc
1heme. which is based on Biblical
references from Genesis.
··we need to put brains into
agriculture. I low can we defeat an
enemy, spiritually or otherw ise,
when your spiritual mind and your
physical body is in lheir kitchen;·
Turik said.

A Glance Around The World
laria Mc Field
•Staff Writer

'TTED NATIONS
nian President Jean•
'ildAris1ide accused 1he
:a Administration of
g in ..,he polilics of
·1)" and refusing to
wi1h U.N. plans to
t democracy 10 1hc
~lion. The U.N. plan
:topposcs is backed by
Cai1cd States and
1 reviving a srnllcd
I accord by imposing
lusher, new sanctions
o\mili1ary regime and
~ AriMide 10 se lecl a
l'itnc minis1er in Pon'lncc. The U.N. plan docs
ta dale for the rel urn
ctilcd president. The
,1a1ica l ly-elec1ed
<ca1, Aristide, charged
(rnational community
~laying i1s response to
~ember 1991 military
•hich removed him . " If
tcrnational community
ld really 10 help us
'democracy, il would

have been restored long ago.
There arc promises. but there
is still no clear-cut. firm
expression of political will;·
he said. (The Washington
Post)

SOUTH AFRICA
Johannesburg
- Bolh 1he lnkatha Freedom
Part v
and
Afrikaner
Volksfront registered to
participate in the April 26-28
elections just before the
March 4 deadline. after
refusing to do so for months
due 10 their desires tll oblatn
scpara1e na1ions. Jusl 24 hours
la1er, however, the Volksfronl
declared il would nol
participate in 1he elections, as
i1s demands for a separate
nation for Afrikaners
whites of most ly Dulch
desccnl
had nol been mel.
The African
National
Congress is the expecred
victor of the first all-races
election in South Africa. The
Volksfront and lnka1ha parties
will leave their names on lhc
ba ll ot in
hopes 1ha1
international mcdia1ors will

intervene on their behalf.
(The Washington Post)

BARBADOS
- Barbados Prime Minister
Erskine Sandi ford replaced a
senior cabincl minister last
weekend, who resigned amid
opposition claims of a
leadership crisis in the ruling
Democratic Labor Party. An
emergency cabinet meeting
was held on Feb. 28, during
which Sandiford announced
1ha1
backbencher
parliamenlarian Joseph Tudor
was the new Labour Minis1er,
replaci ng West llall. There
was no replacement 10 Evelyn
Greaves, the minister of
ln1crnational Transport and
Cuhurc. who also resigned.
Those responsibilities have
been distributed to other
minislrics. The resignations
reportedly resulted from the
manner of appointment of
marketing spcciali s1 Tony
Arthur to the posl of Chief
Executive of 1hc Barbados
Tourism Authorities. The
prime minister 100k tourism
from bolh ministers Greaves

and Hall, then dismissed
members of the 81A board
when they allegedly fai led to
confirm Sandiford's choice.
Arth ur, as BTA'.s chief
execut ive. (Car ibbean News
Agency)

MEXICO
Mexico City
An accord was reached on
March 3 to allow lhe Zapa1ista
Nalional Liberalion Army's
estimated J.500 guerr illas 10
keep !heir weapons and
remain unchallenged by the
Mexican mili tary unlil
presiden1ial elec1ions arc held
in August Zapatista leaders
wa rn ed that fighting may
resume if Mexico is no1
democratized by 1he elections
date. The government peace
package includes allowing
international observance of
1hc August clec1 ions, equal
media access for all political
parties and el imin aling
lnstilutiona l Revolutionary
Party co ntrol of lhe
govern menl agency whi ch
supervises the elections. (The
Washington Post)

Participants of the "Seed of the Nation· Conference

Washington Post coluronii:;t defends 'Nasty Night at Howard
COHEN, from Al
speakers.
Cohen
- - - - - - - - empharically denied
lhis, saying he only mentioned il for lhc benefit
of readers not familiar wilh Howard University,
·•1 would be opposed 10 lhe governmenl
telling you who you could have as a speaker.
..and I don't 1hink ifs a good thing if you
started picking speake1s because of some
member of Congress being annoyed or not
pleased wi1h you. I wasjusl Slating il [lhc fac1
lhal Howard is federally funded) as a mailer
of facl, that's all. II had nothing lO do wilh
feeling 1ha11hcre ~hould be cen!IOrship in any
way whMsoever:'
Jeffery Jackson, a Washington, D.C.,
resident. read Cohen·s article and responded
wi1h an editorial. which was printed in lasl
week's The HILLTOP. He said, "I am 1he
dreaded while Jewish male of whom lhe
speakers spoke. I was sickened and
disheartened by lhe supposed ly educa1ed
students in lhc audience:·
Studen1s voiced !heir concern over the way
Jackson and 1hc many Washington Posl readers
throughout the world perceive Howard based
on Cohen·s editorial abour a speech lhal he
adminedly did nol aucnd.
The majority of responses 10 Muhummad·s
speech received by The HILLTOP las1 week
criticized Shabatt's remarks. Samuel Gregory,
a graduate s1uden1 who anended the speech,
said he fell Muhummad might find greater
success in Hollywood.
··Judging from the reactions of many in 1he
audience, most of us do nor lake lhis kind of
guy seriously," Gregory said.
However, what may have offended s1uden1s

more, were Cohen's remarks about those in
auendance al Muhummad 's speech.
''Thal H.iward University audience:· Cohen
said, "brimming wilh ignorance and led lby
Pied Pipers of racism, is going down the
suckers ro,1d lo nowhere. They are 1101 1he
leaders of tomorrow, they arc 1hc chumps of
yeste1year,"
Cohen insis1ed 1ha1 he was 001 exercising
prejudice in his speech, he was merely
identifying a silual ion.
.
. .,
••1 hale bigotry of any kind; I lhmk 11 s
deSlruc1ivc, and I lh ink it's particularly
destructive now hecausc it's not the answer to
what ails the black community. ..whal I wan1
10 do is confrol)l 1he silUalion and say if you·re
out there and you disagree, stand up," Cohen
said.
Roslyn Sa1chel, a junior majoring in film,
did not agree wi\h C?hcn's method of
confron ting the s1tua11011. She took his
comments [editorial] personally.
.. There arc 13,000 s1uden1s here: how can
he make 1hosc blanket stalemenls"/ ll [his
comments about sludenls al Muhummad's
speech] was a personal auack on each '!nd
every studenl. calling us ignorant and bhnd
followers," Satchel said.
" He [Cohen] menrioned a double sl~n~ard
applied by the media. Yes, there 1s de~1nuely
a double sianda rd. We've seen M1ms1er
Farrakhan and Khalid Muhummad every nighl
on every news show for lhe past fc,y,weeks ..
.If Minister Farrakhan is on the Today. Show,
it's all righl, bul if he is on the Arscmo I-tall
Show. Paramounl threatens 10 cancel his show.
That"s 1he double standard;· Satchel added.

-Marcl
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ON TIIlS DATE IN
BLACK HISTORY
Play,vright Vinette Carroll was
born on this date in 1922. She shares
this birth date with the late civil
rights leader, Ralph Abernathy, who
was born in 1926.
FEWER BLACK MALES ARE
ATTENDING COLLEGE
The percentage of young
African-American men attending
college has dropped substantially in
the 1990s, according to a recent
study by The American Council on
Education.
The study found that only 30 percent of black men who have graduated from high school are attending
college, as a result of the 5 percent
decline between 1990 and 1992.
This was not always the case. In
the 1970s, the rate of black male
high school graduates enrolling in
college rose, then stayed relatively
flat in the 1980s with a downturn
coming at the beginning of the
1990s.
The percentage of Hispanic
males attending college has
increased, while the rate for white
men has remained the same.
-from The Washington Post
MOVE OVER RUPAUL
Word has it that Wesley Snipes
will be playing a drag queen by the
name of Noxeema Jackson in the
movie, "To Wong Foo, Thanks for
Everything, Julie Newmar."
What's the plot of Snipes' latest
flick to begin filming in July? Well,
Noxeema and his drag pals Vida and
Chi Chi go on a cross-country
adventure in a white Caddy and end
up in the southern town of Syndersville. Sounds interesting, to say the
least. ..
PICTURE PERFECT PETS
For only $20, you can have your
pet included in the "Who's Who of
Animals: Biographies of Great Animal Companions." Among the
entries for 1993: Jean-Luk, a dog
described as the "champion underwear stealer of all times."
FOCUSING
"When I leave the ballpark, I
leave everything there. When I hit
the driveway, I become a husband
and a father."
-Bo Jackson
THE WOMAN WORTH
MILLIONS
Diane Sawyer is more than just
another news anchor: she is a wanted
woman. CBS, NBC and Fox all
made attempts to woo her from
ABC.
CBS reportedly promised Sawyer
a news analysis show, similar to
Nightline, that would follow the
CBS Evening News. Fox television
owner Rupert Murdoch is said to
have dangled a $7-$10 million
salary before her eyes, in addition to
a post-football magazine show that
would have gone head to head with
60 Minutes.
To keep Sawyer right where she
is now, ABC countered with a $6-$7
million salary and the promise of
airtime on at least three prime-time
shows - Day One, PrimeTime Live
and ABC's new newsmagazine show
which premiered this Wednesday,
Turning Point.
Sawyer is TV's second-highestpaid newswoman. Barbara Walters is
#1.
-from Entertainment Weekly

ALIENXI'ION
"Half of the time, I feel like I'm
on the outside of the world peeping
in through a knot-hole in the fence."
-Richard Wright, from Native
Son

C:IR VIEWS ON A COMMO
By Ramonica Rice

to get a job with their knowledge,
because that's income that they can-

Hilltop Staff Writer

not control," Wanda said.

For many of us, college marks
the beginning of our adult lives.
For the first time, we feel in control
of our destinies. We feel independent and mature, responsible and
free.
For the first time in our lives, we
are not in the clutches of our parents.
This is a picture-perfect scenario
of what college is supposed to be
and is for many Howard University students, who are studying in the
nation's capitol, hundreds of miles
away from home.
For others, however, this 'ideal'
college scenario is a bit foreign;
some parents still attempt to control
their son or daughter's life. They
call after midnight to make sure that
you are at home, safe and sound;
they call to see if you ate a well-balanced dinner; and they call Sunday
morning to make sure you're going
to church.
Okay, this does not sound that
bad, but when parents continue to
dictate what is going to happen in
your life, something is wrong.
In most instances, parents and
students clash during Thanksgiving, Christmas and Spring breaks.
By this time, you have adjusted
well to your new lifestyle, which
includes staying up late and partying until the break of dawn. However, to your parents, you are still a
baby and not an adult. In other
words, this means that curfews are
still in effect when you return
home. And so is asking permission
to go out. Gone are the nights when
you can get dressed and dash out of
your dorm room, answering to no
one.
Two Howard University students
have first-hand knowledge of overprotective parents who just won't Jet
go.
Wanda*, a 20-year-old junior
from Los Angeles, said her parents
are "out of control." Wanda and her
parents have had several conflicts
since she has been at Howard. One
major conflict is Wanda's frequent
use of her American Express
charge card.
Wanda admitted to charging
items on the card that exceeded her
limit. Her parents were furious, to
say the least, and did not appreciate the fact that Wanda paid the bill.
Their main argument was that
Wanda made purchases without
their permission, even though the
card is in Wanda's name.
"I think what it has turned into
is a control factor. I'm not allowed

She said that her mother is more
overprotective than her father.
Wanda believes it is harder for her
mother to let go because she is the
youngest of three children.
"I'm the last one and she [mother] feels like when I'm grown,
there's nobody to mother and I don't
want her to feel that way, because
she's always going to be our mom,"
Wanda said affectionately.
During her freshman year,
Wanda spoke to her mother everyday. Her mom would call after midnight just to see if she was in the
room, and if she wasn't, there was
always a big argument.
"She called every Sunday asking 'how come you haven't gone to
church,' 'where did you go to
church,' 'who preached,' 'what was
the sermon about,' I mean your girl
wanted details just to see if you
went. And I wouldn't be surprised
if she called the pastor and asked
'did you preach on this subject?"'
Wanda said jokingly.
Wanda's parents were not fond
of her decision to attend Howard.
They would have preferred her
attending college in California or
Louisiana, where some of their
family lives, so someone would be
there to watch over her.
"What it actually boiled down to
is my parents bribing me with cars,
apartments, everything to stay in
California because I would be staying in their reach," Wanda said.
"That would definite! y inhibit my
growth as a person
because I would · ·
still be under the
tutelage of my par-

• •

VlSIOil.

"It's a whole thing of transferring supervision ... it was a whole
thing of somebody being responsible for myself instead of me being
responsible for me," Wanda said,
referring to how her mother treated the off-campus situation.
Nikki*, an 18-year old freshman
from New Jersey, said her parents
were overprotective for a long time,
but are gradually cutting the strings.
As the oldest, Nikki felt that her
parents were stern toward her
because they did not want to lose
their "baby," but she now realizes
that there was a reason for treating
her this way.
Nikki recalled a situation in
which she defied her parents right
before she came to Howard. She
wanted to go out with her friends,
but Nikki's parents wanted her to
spend the evening at home with
them. Nikki simply left, doing her
own thing.
"I think ... [during] those last two
weeks, my mom was just trying to
prepare herself mentally that her
baby was going to be gone," Nikki
said.
Another problem occurred during the Christmas holidays, when
Nikki had some friends over. Her
mother told them to leave because
she felt they were at her house too
late.
"My mom said, 'look I don't
know what you do at school, but

After her freshman year, Wanda
decided to attend
summer school at
Howard. Since her
dorm was closing
for the summer, she
had to find somewhere to live.
"My parent's at
first were totally
against it until they
realized there was
no way of getting
around it," Wanda
said. "[My mother's] whole thing
is, when you move
off-campus then
you were definitely

Little inspirations such as
these help me to realize that my
biggest inhibition is my mind,
that I can take control of a situation by choosing to look at it in
a different light and that the
greatest resource of power lies in
the elemental make-up of my
own soul.
In reflection of my life, it
seems that the time when I had

same things at home that I do at
school, so I think we have to compromise as long as you are my
mother,' " Nikki said.
All parents will be overprotective at one point or another, but
understanding and patience from
both sides will help to make letting
go a lot easier for parents.
*names have been changed

Famous Lines Parents Use (That
Teen-agers Hate td Hear) and
What They Mean
Famous Lines ...

•"How was your day?"
I love and care about you. I am also interested in what goes on in
your life. It would be nice if you asked how my day was. Be consid-

l

erate.

•

••As long as you're living under my roof. .."
I brought you into this world and I can take you out of it. Abiding
by my rules is key to your survival in this world. Society has rules,
so get used to following them now. Learn to accept them and
abide by them.
•"Who's going to be at that party?"
I love you and want to know who you will be with. Your safety is very
important to me as is the company that you keep. I care enough
about you to worry about bad influences. I trust you to the
utmost, but I know that peer pressure can be trying at times.

•"6oy, turn that stereo down!"
Your loud stereo is irritating when I am trying to cook, _talk and
pay bills, etc ... Think about how your actions affect those arouna

•

you and be considerate.

and responsibility.

•"Don't wait until the last minute."
Everyone suffers when you procrastinate. Save us all the trouble
and think ahead of time. Plan your work and your plan will work for
you.
•"What did you learn today?"
I'm curious to know what you learned today in school. Perhaps I
can help you understand something better, or perhaps you can tell
me something I didn't already know.

•"When I was your age, I didn't have all these nice things."
Be appreciative of what you have now. You are very fortunate.
Learn to be satisfied and content with what you have.

•"Go to your room."
I can't look at you right now because you are getting on my last
nerve. Stay out of my sight for a while and when I have calmed
down, we can talk.

grown."

SEARCH OF THE
POWER WITHIN

when you're at home, you have to
obey my wishes because I would
like to go to bed now', so I was like
'whatever,' "Nikki said.
Discussing the problems and
making compromises is what Nikki
said brought about the solution.
"We talked and I said, 'Mom, I
understand a little of what you're
going through; however, we both
have to do a little give and take.
Being 18 and a freshman, I can't
come home and expect to do the

•"Get a job."
You are asking for more and more everyday. Why not try being
responsible and taking action into your own hands. Imagine how
proud of yourself you will feel to know that you actually worked for
something and bought it with your own money. Think independence

ents."

IN

Sometimes I feel defeated
before I even start the game; like
nothing can go right, like I have
little control, like I possess no
power.
Then I read a self-help book
like "A Woman's Worth," by
Marianne Williamson, or come
across an inspirational line in
Susan Taylor's collection of
essays titled, "In the Spirt."

Wanda's mother liked the idea
of her daughter living in a dormitory because there was adult super-

the most power was when I
was a child. I used to sing and
dance standing on a chair in front
of my mirror. My mom would
ask me why I was being so loud.
.. ahh, if only I had been louder.
My daddy would tell me, "Cut
that racket out!" ... if only I had
ignored the voice, the voices.
These are the voices that marked
my spirit.
My spirit was so free, and it
was that freedom and total comfort with myself that empowered
me. It was also this freedom that
made up my soul. My job now is
to reclaim it.
·
Too often we blame other people for our misfortunes, our sadness, our pain. Maybe on the surface it is the external that is
directly affecting what we feel

inside, but it is in meditation,
reflection and taking time to
absorb "little inspirations" that
we realize that we do have the
power to turn, not a situation
around, but our state of mind
around so that it can work positively for us. We can use this
power to ignite happiness, but it
is important for us to actually
reach inside and re-ignite our
internal power.
Yes, when I was Jetting my
spirit live through me by singing
in front of a mirror at the top of
my lungs, my brother, another
voice, would holler, "I'm trying
to study!" If only I had studied
myself a bit more and not
allowed the voices to knock my
spirit down.
Well, my spirit may be down

at times, but dead it will never be.
I'm beginning my journey back
to me, and the power of it is
exhilarating. It is as if a heavy
load lifts off my heart, and I feel
like I am soaring high above
what anyone can imagine.
It's funny how the internal has
so much to do with how you feel,
how your mind can take you
places that other people deny you
to go. Sometimes you just have
to say, "It's all about me." Then
things start to change as the self
therapy kicks in. It's all inside.
Feel it. Express it. Acquiesce in
it. It's the victory for the defeat.
It's your internal power.

I

I

I
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I

I
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Mocking Congress no laughing matter for high school studen\
Eighteen-year-old Daryll Collins embodies excellence, leadership as Boys' Nation preside'III
co n troversial
problems within
society.
The
Boys' Nation
Congress even
goes so far as 10
send their bi lls to
the United States
Congress for
consideration.
The
organization also
e lects two male
re prcscntat ives
from each state.
Each elected
representative
mee ts a l the
Boys' Nation's
annual
convention,
where they elect
a president.
By Shonda Huery
Hilltop Staff Writer

Signing bills, making speeches~
and keeping his 1:521rack record in
the 800-mcter race arc just a few of
the tasks carried out frequently by
Boys' Nation president and
Houston high school student,
Daryll Collins.
Perhaps Collins' brilliant charm,
outstanding political knowledge
and remarkable endurance were
whqt made him the perfect
candidate to head Boys' Nation, a
sort of mock Congress. 'Ilic 28,000member organization is comprised
of high school students who arc
taught, via a hands-on approach, the
ins and outs of the government
process, particularly that of the
United States Congress.
Boys· Nation constructs bills.
holds hearings and tackles

of Boys' Nation members, Collins
was questioned by a panel whose
d uty was 10 analyze each
candidate's political awareness.
He was asked questions about
immigration policy, school prayer
and flag-burning.
"School prayer was the most
chal lenging issue, and all of the
candidates thought ii should be
a llowed," Coll ins said.
Collins' uncle was the first black
governor of Boys' State in 1969.
Bis uncle gave him the inspiration
10 participate in Boys· Nation.
"If my uncle could achieve in
Boys' Nat ion, then I knew that I
could also," Collins said.
As president, he is allowed to
pass or veto a b ill, just as the
president of the United States does.
And like President Clinton, he
heads a diverse staff .

"When I first started to carry out my
term, I thought I would be ufl,der much
attack by the many white members
that make up Boys' Nation. However, to
my surprise, I have been received
positively by everyone in Boys' Nation,"
Collins said.
Eighteen-year-old Collins has
been president of Boys' Nation
since July 1993, and he remembers
campaigning extremely hard for the
position.
"I screamed and jumped around
when I found out that I had won the
election," Collins said.
Faced with the challenge of
receiving the approval of thousands

"When 1 fin;t became president.
1 had my skepticism," Collins said.
Coll ins' skepticism was borne
out of concerns that Boys' Nation
is made upof only 5 percent blacks.
"When I first started 10 carry out
my term, I thought I would be under
much auack by the many white
members that make up Boys·
Nation. However. 10 my surprise, I

H IN
HASSLES?!
Makethe
Smart Movf!

have been received positively by
everyone in Boys' Natio n,'' Collins
said.
His most memorable moment
came when he shook hands with
Pres ide nt Cl into n at the White
House Rose Garden o n July 24.
Ironically, on that same date and in
that same garden 30
years ago, Clinton, as a former
Boys' Nation member, had shaken
the hands of the late President John
F. Kennedy.
Could it be that fate would have
Collins one day occupy the White
House?
"One day that may be possible;•
he said. " I would li ke 10 first
become a Congressman, then a
Senator. The nex• step may be
president."
A graduate of Klein High School
in Houston this semester, Collins
plans to major in political science
when he enters college. He also
expressed his gratitude toward the
organization. He credited his
position as president of Boys'
Nation with teaching him to
overcome life's obstacles and 10
persevere. Yet, he was quick to
mention the significant role his
parents have played in his young
life.
"My mother a lways tells me 10
set my goals as far as I can see. so
when I get there I can see even
farther," Coll ins sa id.
And what about dad?
·•1 remembered when I got off
the plane, coming from my
presidential victory, and my family,
friends, including my high school
counselor, were all cheering when
I entered the terminal. I was simply
overtaken by the enthusiasm of
everyone," Collins said. "But just as
we were leaving the airport. my

fa ther p ulled me aside and
reminded me that I still had to cul
the grass when I got home."
Collins realizes that life goes on
after Boys' Nation, and because of
that, he has strengthened his athletic
talents. Last year, Collins ranked
fifth in the nation among high
school 800-meier sprinters.
''Succeeding in track is another
one of my goals in life," Collins
said. The 800 and 400-meter sprints
arc Collins' specialties.
With graduation rapidly

approaching, Collins 11
scouted by such \Cb
Georgetown and Moreh¾
"I haven't made up my Ir.rt
which school I am goingi.,
I am keeping my oplionioit.
my term is continuing
enjoying my mani l!)Cli
engagements, travelling al
nation and meeting rc11
people," Collins said.
He confidently concluded.
God on my side, I will ,

Vital Statistics
Name:
Daryll Collins
Age:
18
Place of Birth:
Houston, Texas
Words of Wisdom:
"Set your goals as far q;
you can see, and whed
you get there you can st
even farther."
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''History is calling/or
reconciliation, compassion,
love, service a_nd sacrifice.
Today's problems cannot be
solved by the logic of
power... Our present
problems can only be solved
by the logic of love. ''
-Mrs. HakJa Han Moon

I

Where do we find it
How do we make it last?

DV GRANTS

dy grants will be given
ay
ring your cur~t ~tuden D.w_
W1N! Compliment:
t1cl{$ts
labfe at the door.
I

In a rare personal appearance, Mrs. Hak Ja Han Moon
will share her vision of True Love in the special address
"True Parents and the Completed Testament Age".
Don't miss it.
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Scholars Program, simply pick up an
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and Engineering or contact us directly for
more information: Marilyn F. Cherry,
Vice-President, 1-800-223-2440. ext. 8434.
Application Deadline: April I, 1994.
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Art Students
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their works distributed
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collection, call (202) 232-3446
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Mocking Congress no laughing matter for high school student
Eighteen-year-old Daryll Collins embodies excellence, leadership as Boys' Nation president
controversial
problems within
society.
The
Boys' Nation
Congress even
goes so far as to
send their bills to
the United States
Congress for
consideration.
The
organization also
elects two male
representatives
from each state.
Each elected
representative
meets at the
Boys' Nation's
annual

convention,
where they elect
a president.
By Shonda Huery
Hilltop Staff Writer

Signing bills, making speeches
and keeping his 1:52 track record in
the 800-meter race are just a few of
the tasks carried out frequently by
Boys ' Nation president and
Houston high school student,
Daryll Collins.
Perhaps Collins ' brilliant charm,
outstanding political knowledge
and remarkable endurance were
what made him the perfect
candidate to head Boys' Nation, a
sort of mock Congress. The 28,000member organization is comprised
of high school students who are
taught, via a hands-on approach, the
ins and outs of the government
process, particularly that of the
United States Congress.
Boys ' Nation constructs bills,
holds hearings and tackles

of Boys ' Nation members, Collins
was questioned by a panel whose
duty was to analyze each
candidate's political awareness.
He was asked questions about
immigration policy, school prayer
and flag-burning.
"School prayer was the most
challenging issue, and all of the
candidates thought it should be
allowed," Collins said.
Collins' uncle was the first black
governor of Boys' State in 1969.
His uncle gave him the inspiration
to participate in Boys' Nation.
"If my uncle could achieve in
Boys' Nation, then I knew that I
could also," Collins said.
As president, he is allowed to
pass or veto a bill, just as the
president of the United States does.
And like President Clinton, he
heads a diverse staff.

''When I first started to carry out my
term, I thought I would be under much
attack by the many white members
that make up Boys' Nation. However, to
my surprise, I have been received
positively by everyone in Boys' Nation,''
Collins said.
Eighteen-year-old Collins has
been president of Boys' Nation
since July 1993, and he remembers
campaigning extremely hard for the
position.
"I screamed and jumped around
when I found out that I had won the
election," Collins said.
Faced with the challenge of
receiving the approval of thousands

"When I first became president,
I had my skepticism," Collins said.
Collins' skepticism was borne
out of concerns that Boys' Nation
is made up of only 5 percent blacks.
"When I first started to carry out
my term, I thought I would be under
much attack by the many white
members that make up Boys'
Nation. However, to my surprise, I

have been received positive Iy by
everyone in Boys' Nation," Collins
said.
His most memorable moment
came v,hen he shook hands with
President Clinton at the White
House Rose Garden on July 24.
Ironically, on that same date and in
that same garden 30
years ago, Clinton, as a former
Boys' Nation member, had shaken
the hands of the late President John
F. Kennedy.
Could it be that fate would have
Collins one day occupy the White
House?
"One day that may be possible,"
he said. "I would like to first
become a Congressman, then a
Senator. The next step may be
president."
A graduate of Klein High School
in Houston this semester, Collins
plans to major in political science
when he enters college. He also
expressed his gratitude toward the
organization. He credited his
position as president of Boys'
Nation with teaching him to
overcome life's obstacles and to
persevere. Yet, he was quick to
mention the significant role his
parents have played in his young
life.
"My mother always tells me to
set my goals as far as I can see, so
when I get there I can see even
farther," Collins said.
And what about dad?
"I remembered when I got off
the plane, coming from my
presidential victory, and my family,
friends, including my high school
counselor, were all cheering when
I entered the terminal. I was simply
overtaken by the enthusiasm of
everyone," Collins said. "But just as
we were leaving the airport, my

father pulled me aside and
reminded me that I still had to cut
the grass when I got home."
Collins realizes that life goes on
after Boys' Nation, and because of
that, he has strengthened his athletic
talents. Last year, Collins Tanked
fifth in the nation among high
school 800-meter sprinters.
"Succeeding in track is another
one of my goals in life," Collins
said. The 800 and 400-meter sprints
are Collins' specialties.
With graduation rapidly

approaching, Collins is bein
scouted by such schools a
Georgetown and Morehouse.
"I haven't made up my mind o
which school I am going to attend
I am keeping my options open. A
my term is continuing, I a
enjoying my many speakin
engagements, travelling all over th
nation and meeting remarkabl
people," Collins said.
He confidently concluded, "Wit
God on my side, I will succeed."

Vital Statistics
Name:
Daryll Collins
Age:

18
Place of Birth:
Houston, Texas

Words of Wisdom:
''Set your goals as far as
you can see, and when
you get there you can see
even fart her.''
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lrtist exhibits nudes and
till lifes at Zenith Gallery
r,,esaHowell
rS!aff Writer
Fifty four-year old
.~IJliomtl artist Ron
.nn " displaying his latcs I
1,f nudes. portraits and s1i II
it,c Zcni1h Gallery.
crin\ lo,c for an began
11, falher gave him his
p;iin1 ,c1 at 1hc age of
be gol older. he decided
d Prnll lns1i1u1c where
"cd a Bachelor of Aris
lp.1tn1, "eren't alwavs
choice.
3 ,1uden1. I once tried
:ur1:· Schwerin said. "I
11, because they have a
~c and richncs_,."
Hi added thal he also
n1ed" i1h acrylics bu1
,.111,lied because 1hcy
and 1he color changes
during lhc drying pr~x:e,,.
c~h1bi1 \ nudes arc sure 10
comers.Ilion among 1hosu
1he c~hibi1. Schwerin
kmalc human figure is
ant in his works par1ly
e or 1he influence of
Rcnais,ance pain1ings.

"My inspiralion for my subjcc1
mailer come, mainly from the ari
of the pa,1 such as the an form
191h cenlurv l'r.mcc," Schwerin
said.
·
·111e largcs1 nude in the exhibit,
"Anne wilh Dalma1ion," is selling
for S 12,500. The arliM anributes

members and acquain1anccs who
admire his work.
"I used rrofc,sional models in
school, bul I'm a11rac1ed 10
individuals with beauly and who
may have something peculiar
aboul 1hcrn 1ha1 make Ihem have a
s1ronger presence."' he said.
In a world where some people
arc not as open 10 Schwcrin's
concepts about the human body
being freely displayed, Schwerin
said. "If 1hcy don'I wanl 10 sec
[nude, I then I hat ·s 1hcir
~ problem:
·'The human body is beau1iful
and fascinating." he said.
"Ero1icism and sexuality is pan
N oflifo."
~
However. 1hc gallery only
ll carried nudes of women. The
~ canvas oils focusing on men
o were por1raiis or "T\vins Arm
Wrestling."
Schwerin said he docsn·1 worry
aboul lhc cri1ics bcc-Juse 1hey may
not understand or ,cc whal he as
1hc artist secs.
Ron Schwerin', exhibil will be
on display at the Zenith Gallery
located al 413 71h S1. un1il Apr. 4.

!
I
Artist Ron Schwerin

lhis price lag 10 lhc cxlremc ,11e
and complcxily ot lhe piece. 01her
,mailer oils on canvas arc priced at
approxima1ely $2,600.
Surprisingly, most of the modeb
used in the paintings arc
Schwcrin's female friends, family

,ain and protest: Photo
hibit focuses on revolt
res arc worth a thousand
n Danny L}on has much
Hi, e,hibit al 1he Corcoran
of 1\rl, "Danny Lyon:
m. 1959- 1993," chronirican society from the
I of 1he Civil Rights
nt 10 lhe drug-infcs1ed
11t1ghborhoocls of today.
Lyon·, pho1ogr.1phs are
ul. yet sensitive. The)
· ,1i1u1ions that represcn1
the \\Orld and comment on
:1ofdiscnfranchi<.ed peo ple.
gh no1 qui1c Marxisl in
. much of Lyon's work
·J')O\\cr 10 1he people: ·
rxample. "The Sou1hern
Righ1s Movement 1962,~ciion of 1hc cxhibi1
a people's s1ruggle for
L}on pho1ographed many
C\ea1,. including the 1963
,,n Washing1on. voter

registra1ion drives, sit-ins, 1he
Mis_,issippi Summer Project and
the nfterma1h of 1hc Si>.1ccn1h
S1rcc1 Bap1is1 Church Birmingham
bombing.
The pho1ographs :irl icula1c
Lyon·, belie! in freedom for
everyone by cap1uring poignanl.
in1ima1c images of people on 1he
from lines of a social and cuhural
revolution.
I lowevcr, Lyon's quest for
freedom was nol limi1ed 10 1he
South. In "Haili 1983-1986," he
documented 1he I 986 Haili an
revolution that ousted dicta1or Jean
Claude .. Baby Doc" Du,alier.
His pho1ographs no1 onl}
capture the re,oh's in1ensi1y and
drama. but also 1he pain and
suffering the uprising brough1 10
1he small island-counlry.
Bui documen1ing people's pain
b nothing new 10 Lyon. In "The
Toxas Dcpanmenl of Correc1ions
1967-1968," Lyon reveals lhe ang..st
and 1ormcn1 of prison inmates.
In 1967. the Toxas Departmcn1
of Corrcc1ion, gave L)On
permission 10 photograph inma1cs

in several ToxHs pcni1en1iaries.
O>Jring hi, 14-monlh project. Lyon
produced a sympathc1ic series
making 1he inma1cs seem more like
humans than caged•up animals.
A, a man who values libcm·. ii
is onl) muural 1ha1 Lyon would
use his camera 10 critique 1hc
American prison sys1cm. His
pho1ographs of forced field labor
- where prisoners somc1imcs
suffered heat exhaustion - address
the dismal condi1ions or prison life.
In addi1ion 10 pho1ographing
men who arc in prison. Lyon
pho1ographed men who arc
dcslincd for prison life in lhc
Bu~hwick 1993" sec1ion of the
exhibit.
After following a group of
youths from the subway, Lyons
began to pho1ograph 1hcir world a world 1ha1 consis1s of drug deals
and , iolence. He is also
documenting
the
pain1ed
memorials crea1ed for 1hose who
are killed in neighborhood
violence.
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Dear Sweet, Sour and Spice.

Dear Spice,

.

I am currcnll y dating a man I 3 years my
junior - he is 28-years-old. Surprhingly.
our D month rclalionship was going quite
well. until a few days ago when I was
awalcncd oul of m} sleep by his pager at
2·30 am Seeming that he was ob, iously
too intmicatcd to shut it olf himself 3f1cr 5
minules of noLsc, I answered ii Whoops!
There she was. In a few days 1his discovery
was made known 10 him through a prodding
trick. lbis led to his "true i;onfcssion" about
lhc olhcr woman. Even though he was
complelclr honc,1 (in rac1, fnmkly 100
honest) and rep..:n1ful. and he assured me he
loved me very much and 1ha1 no one came
before me. he killed somclhiug in me.
Should I try lo forgive him and forge1 her, or
go with my in,tincts and FU!':K lhcm bo1h'/

Yo. man 1 Get in the game! When I read
last semesler that !here would be a male
voice in the Swee1 and Sour column. I was
elated. (I wanled the job my,;clf, hut
unsurprisingly, no one con1actcd me after I
pclilioncd 1he editor.) I said 10 myself:
'Finally, some male rcpresen1a1ion:·
However. )<lu'rc never in the column. Arc
you 100 busy with your oiher stories or what?
)ou sho,,td be responding to each and every
submission, jusl as your female counterparts
arc. We need a bro 's perspective-even if it
sounds ignoran1 al limes. Your "remember
lhc 8-to-1 ralio" comment in your ini1ial
response was posi1ively asin ine.
Disregarding the facl that 1he 1rue girl to girl
ra1io is not qui1c 3-lo-2 (ask any s1uden1
ambassador). your answer perpetuated the
widely held view 1ha1 we Bowar~ men have
an "8-to-1" mentality. which pwmolcs
promiscui1y. Anywa>; I jus1 wanied 10 say
lhat the clock is ticking and you're being lefl
behind. I doo'1 know the logislics of having
your response printed along with Sweet and
Sour's. bul you need to get on the ball. You're
our only chance for expression! Pleas.:.
Speak!
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-Pitiful aflcr the Page ·

D~ar Piliful,
Lei me ge1 1his s1migh1. You arc 41-years•
.... old, you ·re dating a 28-year-old man and you
~ wonder if you should be worried aboul that
~ page in the middle of 1hc morning. Honey,
&. what\ }Our angle'! Some people like to prove
:I someone as innoccm unlil proven guilly, but
C the way I see it, ,1 person is guihy until
r.11 pro, en innocent. This man has yet to prov.:
~ himself. I am sure ii is not easy for you lo
..:. accept the fact tbat }OU arc ,.:cond-l>e.,1. but
~ wc·,c got to get our head, oul of lhc lhicl..
clouds. As for forgiving. that ,, a hard 1hiog
I, 10 do if you can't find forgiveness in your
hear 1. If your tnstincts s.iy lo cul them lx>th
olf 1hen maybe )DU should lislen 10 1hem.
~
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::::' Sweet and Sour
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Dear Pitiful,
If you ,tre in a rclmionship and trust is nol
Cr, there. then it\ not a healthy relationship.
lo There is no reason that you should pul
)Ourself in this situation. Of course 1herc
r.11 ma> be a few advantages 10 having a younger
man. but will those outweigh your mental
::::' sir~ nnd cmolional 1rauma? If you do think
'
~ vou lruM him Md want to continue lo see
:i.._
J
him
- Don·1. This could be 1hc only lime
~ he\ been caught and lhe ne" time he'll jus1
be more careful.
Atln: I am 001 saying 1ha1 men can't be
~ lrtLstcd af1er they "creep," but 10 be 28-ycarsold and playing around with 01hcr women
::::' shows " lremcndous lack ol rcspccl.

-Charles Quinn
Bro1hcr Quinn.
First of all I would like to thank you for
your lcller. Al one moment I lhought my
presence was going unnoticed. I agree with a
lot of yout views, especially lhe fact 1ha1 I
should he addressing more letters. I ,ow lo
all my fellow lloward men thal I will
represent them and 1hcir feeling, every week.
h's good 10 know 1h011hcrc arc still some
positive bro1hcn; ou1 1herc. tr you disagree
wi1h anything I wri1e in future issues feel
free 10 respond.
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The views expressed in this column do not
necessarily reflect the vin+·s of The
HILLTOP. If you have any questions for
Sweet-n-Sour or for Spice, bring your letter
to The HlLLTOP. 2251 ShennanA1•e.,
N. lV.. or lea,·e your letter i11 The HILLTOP
mailbox in the Offu:e ofSh,dent Acti1•ities.
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~hina M oon a worthwhile mystery
married 10 a very
rich bu1 unfai1hful
and
abusive
husband, begins lo
confide in Bodine
about her troubles
and al 1hc same
lime falls in love
wilh him.
Rachel ·s love for
Bodine causes her
10 despise her
husband
even
more. As a rcsull,
she begins 10 plol
his murder. But
wha1 Rachel needs
10 "gel away wilh
murder" is 1hc
expenise
of
someone
who
knows all 1he do 's
and don'ls of
comm1111ng the
pcrfce1 crime Dc1ce1ivc Bodine.
Things go from
bad 10 worse when
Bodine and his
partner
arc
assigned
lo
Kyle Bodine and Madeleine Stowe sta r In Orlon Pictures' new release "China Moon"
investigate
1he
Munroe murder lhat
dealing
with
he helped Rachel commil. But 1hrough his
gruesome murders
~ Kennedy
invcs1iga1ion, Bodine realizes 1ha1 a third person
and looking for
Slaff Writer
was involved in Rachel's plot.
missing clues.
As the case unravels, all fingers begin
•people say s1rnngc 1hings happen when
Bodine and his
pointing in Bodinc's dircc1ion. Bui Bodine is
1 a full moon.
Well in Orion Pic1urcs' parincr.
Lamar
racing againsl the clock 10 find oul lhc idcnlity
release, scduc1ion. betrayal and murder (Benicio Del 'lbro),
or the 1hird person and to sec if Rachel's love
• under lhc "China Moon.''
of1en wonder if
for him was 1rue or all jusl a parl of her
the s1camy, murder-mystery direc1cd by there's more 10 life
murderous scheme.
l!aitc, and produced by Barrie M. Osborne, 1han jusl work.
Wri11cn by Roy Carlson, "China Moon" has
IF11m\" Ed I lnrris and "Unlawful rfo1ry·s"
Bui it is afler work
1hc
s1ylc and suspense of an Alfred l li1chcock
111e Stowe become in,olvcd in a love
one night where
classic
1ha1 will have you sining on lhe edge of
loo deep 10 climb oul of and a web of
Bodi nc
mcc1s
your
sca110
the very end. However, 1he s1ory can
' IOn 100 deadly to continue.
Rachel
Munro
become
qui1e
confusing al times, so make sure
~ Polk Counly, Florida's small town of
(Slowe) al a Jiule
you get your popcorn before the movie begins.
'<l. Kyle Bodine (I larris) is a homicide
blues club in town
Nevertheless, "China Moon" is a hear1-racing
he wi1h a keen eye for dciail and a and ins1an1ly falls in
"who-dun
nit" 1ha1 is sure 10 cas1 a spell on you.
~ for always being 1he one who can
Rupert Munro
love wilh her.
ll!ic case. Bodine, single and dcdica1cd 10 Rachel, who is
r, spends mosl of his lime on 1hc job
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The Campu.5 & Community Empowennent Series
PJIJ'SE/\7'

"HUNGERING FOR JUSTICE
LONGING FOR P EACE"

I

12:30 P .M., Worship Service
Thw·sday, March 17, 1994

7:00 P.M., Worship S ervice
F dday, March 18, J 994
Guest Sp eaker : Dr. Frederick Sampson
Pnslor, TnbcrnncleJ\fissionary Baptist Chu.rch
Detroit, MlcWgnn

Howard University
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
6th and How ard Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20059
/

Worship Servi.ceFollmced WW, o Dialogue

'

'
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will be coqductiqg iqterviews for t~e followiqg positioqs:
•

Black college students will gather this year for a
POSITIVE, AFROCENTRIC SPRING BREAK

•1ee

March 30-April 3, 1994
MOBILE, ALABAMA

Mo11day, Marc1' 21, 100
I

e

a non-stop party with 27 activities Including 4 huge parties and 2 gigantic concerts featuring artists from
12 major record labels. Reality Breaks, Black FIim FesUval, Spades Tournament, Easter Sunday
Spiritual Re}uvenaUon, beach parties, sports and more

GEORGE CLINTON & THE PFUNK ALLSTARS
SILK e INTRO e DRS
MINT CONDITION
BUJU BANTON e PATRA
KRS-ONE e KID N' PLAY
DE LA SOUL
A TRIBE CALLED QUEST
SOULS OF MISCHIEF
'

Tuesday, Ma:rc1' 22, 1004

Pro ram Coordinators
Wcd11csday, Marcl1 23, 1994

PLUS showcase artists from 12 major record labels!!!

Complete event package only $99 ! ! !
Inexpensive hotels & food - Our travel agent will book rooms

REGISTER NOW -- return form below or call

Pick up t~e appllcatioqs for t~e above 111e:qtio11ed
positio:qs ill t~e Stude:qt ~ctivites Office ill 13lackbur:q Ce:qter
Suite 117. Must be doqe qo later t~aq
Friday, Marc~ 18, 1994.
.

1-800-795-1672
YES -- I'm ready to BREAKOUT!!!
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ School ,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zipcode._ _ _ Age _ _ M/F _ _
Check or money order must accompany registration. Confirmation will be sent my mail.

Mail to: Breakout, Ltd., 1020 West Ardmore Avenue, Chicago, IL 60660

Religious Emphasis
Week at Howard University

Join us March 16th at noon
for community-wide sharing

Together...

•
•

Let's shai:e our ideas (faculty, staff, student organizations)
to make Religious Emphasis Week a time of enrichment
and growth.

'

Why Religious Awareness Week ...

\

I

We all seek a community and world where religious
freedom, human rights, peace, and basic economic justice
prevail.
This diversity of our community-is a gift from God. Join us
for religious awareness week, as we seek to claim the power
of the Creator expressed in our creative tapestry.

Place: The Andrew Rankin Chapel
Sponsored by: The Office of the Dean of Chapel
and Coordinated Ministries (202) 806-7280
·- -
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ady Bison finish third in conference
,.,ic, M. Lewis
,sa"'Miter
;t.1,1.1n, the Lady Btson did
~ their first game un1il
W!,f(l'ting a onc-poinl 54-53
IJl"tr Norlh Carolina A&T.
otnt on to fall 10 a record of
~trall, 5-11 in 1he Midrii\thle1ic Conference.
,hal a difli:rence a )Car

" r-da). 1he Lady Bison
, !lJllimorc where !hey
. ~) par1idpn1ing in 1hc
, MEAC
B,tske1hall
tnl. Po,1ing a 13- 13
rtcord. lhc lcam turned
tlicll conference standing
. 1<ar ago 10 11-5. good
. • a 1hird-pl:1ce regular

t,h.
roll) ha,c lo !hank my
M their .ntcntl,cnc~, ... ,aid

I men's Ba,kc1hall coach
!t!tr
"lbc) ha,c all worked
1
h lllrd:·
iSI ,cckcnd. the LAld) Bison
up 1ht11 rcgula1 sc,ison
,.1th a 10-5'1 win o,cr lhc
Bears of Morgan Stale
•,111 before a
Burr
~ cro\\d ol 1.287. The
1a1m0,1 did not take place

because of a scheduling problem
by the Lady Bears. Going into last
Saturday's game, Morgan Stale
had played 26 games. h111 because
the National Collcgiale A1hle1ic
Association only allows teams 10
play 27 games. including
1ournamcn1s. the Lady Bears
wanted lo forfeit the I Iowa rd game,
in efforts Hl he eligible for the
conference tournmenl. However,
due 10 much pressure from Tyler
and the University, lhe Lady Bears
were forced 10 par1icipa1c in
Saturday's contest, thus being
barred
from
the
MEAC
1ournamcn1
"Bcc:,usc of the Morgan Slate
scheduling problem. we went imo
the game in a very 1igh1 silua1ion,'·
s.1id lylcr. "We made a 101 of lilllc
mistakes, bul overall ii was a very
good win."
Senior Annelle Lee lc;1<l the
Lady Bison with 30 points. well
above her average of 19.3 a game.
Freshman Dcnique Graves lead the
lcilm in rebounding. collecting I<>
hoards. Lee ended the regular
se,i-.on leading lhc team in both
categories, scoring 503 poims and
grabbing 227 rebounds.
For her achievcmems, Lee was
named 10 lhc 1993-94 MEAC

Women's First Team A llConference leam. Graves was
named to the 1993-94 MEAC's AllRookie First leam. averaging 14.1
points. 8.2 rebounds und 2.2
blocked shots a game.
"I'm extreme ly happ) for
Annelle and Denique," said lyler.
Other All-MEAC selections were
Dorothy Williams and Adaidra
Hill. Both were given honorable
mention for their con1ribu1ions.
Along with lhe players, ' fyler was
recognized
for
her
accomplishments by being named
the 1993-'14 Women·, M hAC
Coach of lhe Year.
.. Being named Coach of lhe Year
by Ill) colleagues means a 101," said
lyler. "They (m)' col lcaguesj were
extremely supportive of me when I
was down ,ind it means even more
10 know 1ha1 they arc still
suppmlivc. Being rewarded with
this honor is a true testimony for
whal can happen when one
pcr,cvcres."
At pre" time, lht leant was
pl,1ying Belhunc-Cookmun, 5-11
in lhe MtAC. 8-17 overall al the
Ifill Field !louse at Morgan S1a1e.
With a victor), the Lady Bison
would face the winner of the
Florida A&M,Coppin SWle game

10 be played tomorrow al 2:00 p.m.
On Sunday lite championship game
w ill be held at the Bahimorc Arena.
lipping-off al 4:30.
With an au1oma1ic NCAA
lournamenl bid going to the winner
of the MEAC tournament ly lcr
knows the importance of playing
well this week.
"We want lo he focused, play
tough and win," said lylcr. " I think
we have a good chance 10 do well."

--

Congrat ulation a
Sanya Tyler

•••

Last weekend ah.o saw the
jersey re1ircmcn1s of three women
who were among the best ever 10
wear a Lady Bison uniform. Robin
Duncan, Vanessa Graham and
Darlene Beale were honored in a
ceremony that 100k place in Burr
Gymnusium. All three arc among
the only five Lady Bison 10 reach
the 1.000 point club. with Graham
al the lop. scoring 1,577 points
during her I loward career. Beale
scored 1,567 between 1984-88 and
Duncan collected 1.071 between
198 1-85.
·· 111cy were all just really super
~ids," said Tyler.
Congra1ula1ions ladies on a job
well done!
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lowling team strikes big with victory
l!l1y M. Jackson

,Vrrt, r

' • rd IJni,crsil) him ling
. ·urcd n , ll'lory on
• en lhcy competed in
crn Pennsj hani, and
In1crcollcgia1c
'l11cn\ team captured a
-·n conference award for
. , throughout the season,
. ·.:n\ team placed second

for huving the highest game series
of the tournament.
Freshman Nicole I lolmes was
selected 10 be a member of the
EPM IC'c '\II-star Team, which is
composed of the top five bowlers of
the ~'Onli:rcncc
I lolmes, who ha, been bowling
for IO years and has a 171 average,
,aid she was happ) to receive the
honor.
··rm glad that I go1 10 represent
Howard University as well as I did."

ymnastics troupe
ims for recognition
i:rlla Shaw
.;:.iffl'.liter
A JUmp,. SlUnLS, balance
•umpolinc and various
a are what the gymnastics
b, been practicing and
ling [or the pasl year
ndJ\ Wednesdav and
in ··hope, of being
ha, a club sport b) the
v.'iltiam Johnson, physical
n professor.
says
h.l., been here since his
1119ill. hul lhc troupe \\as
ted until I '176. I le said
n 11a, more communi1yt:lbeousc there were a 101 of
mthe community with an
•". fohn'<lll said lhal wilh
fthc Howard Uni,ersil)
A,soc,auon, the troupe
to most of the black
!<tween D.C. and A1lanrn.
llbibitions. "After a while,
l gel any more money and
lllthecquipmenl s1ar1cd 10
Johnson said.
Olmmuni1y program was
Ill there was only a
· n on the g)mna,1ics
BJ..,hoson was receiving hb
dc)!rec Then last year,
re Jennifer Gra) came
illl a great interest 10 s1ar1
llstics troupe again and 10
11 l>c recognized as a club
11:tl.>rding 10 Johnson.
. who\ president of the
ll!' this is something 1ha1
and enjoys. so ,he look
&lions lo\\ard her goals.
I went 10 the director of
<ports. Now rm dealing
director of student
l\c turned in a pclilion
u1ion, and rm wailing
sc;· Gray said. She says
~ tan he rccogniLed, and
is available from the

re

University
and
outside
corporations, the team will
eventually travel and compete .
.. As a black college, gymnastic~
is nol something that many would
recognize as a sport. So we have 10
continue 10 be dedicated and
positive;· said Lashawn Gilchrist.
vice president of the troupe.
Denisha I lamihon has been
doing gymnastics since she was 4ycars-old. I lamillon and Michelle
Yankey. members of1he troupe. say
they recognize the fact that people
don't acknowledge the team
because it is in the beginning
siagos, hul people should he more
considerate.
Khary Comb, says gymnastics
has intrigued him since he was 8,ears-old.
•
"lloward ha, a lol of good
gymnasts. We could have a high
ranking team. However. we're nol
recognized and we don·1 have good
equipment," Combs said.
And Johnson said 1ha1 the morale
is lower with bad equipment. "We
will never be ahlc lo host because
o( the equipmen1;· Johnson said.
Belinda Lightfoo1-Wa1kins,
director of student ac1ivi1ies, said
1he cons1i1u1ion created by the
gymnastics troupe will be reviewed
according 10 the requ irements. As
for now, she said some changes
must be made and discussed with
HUSA.
"I have no record of them being
recognized. Some groups don't ~l
the mode. Bui we have to look 1h1s
over and go through lhe ground
work 10 sec i r the gymnastics troupe
docs," Walkins said.
Meanwhile, the gymnastics
troupe is continuing lo practice for
an exhibition on April 29. G ray
says that if anyone loves this sport,
is dedicated and in1crcs1ed, they
should come 10 the troupe on
Mondays and Wednesdays at 6 p.m.
and Saturdays al JO p.m.

~re will be a mandato ry meeting for all
those interested in writing for the
Sports Section.
WHEN: Tuesday, March 15 at 5 p .m.
WHERE: The HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Avenue The West Towe r
Any quesions, call:
Monica Le"vis at 806-6866

I lolme, said.
The EPMIC. held in
Pennsylvania, was the lasl regular
scheduled conference tournament
for the Bison Bowlers this sc,t-.on.
The conference includes schoob
from Eastern Pennsylvania.
Maryland. "cw Jcrse), Delaware
and the District of Columbia.
Coach Jessie Baron said he wa,
"v~ry delighted with the outcome
of the 1ournamcn1:·
Baron explained 1ha1 due 10

financial and eligibi lity problem,.
many team member~ could no
longer participate; howe,cr. he wa,
thankfu l for the few students who
were able 10 s1.1y on and compete
for the remainder of the season
Try-ou1, for nc,l sca,on·,
bowling learn" ill be held later this
month. All interested persons
should con1ac1 Coach Baron
through the Recreation department
al 806-7226.

---

1994
Mid-Eastern Atlantic

--

Conference Women6
Basketball Coach of the Year

-

Senior basketball players
say goodbye to the Bison game
Last Saturday was the final
home contest for both the
men's and women's
basketball teams. While
most players will return to
"the Burr" next season with
expectations for a
successful year, four players
will hang up their uniforms
upon the completion of the
1993-94 collegiate
basketball season. They are
Annette Lee and Dorothy
Williams for the Lady Bison,
and Donnail Diggs and Otis
Young for the Bison. Thanks
for all your hard work, and
good luck in all your future
endeavors!

Otis Young
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~WAt
Dorothy Williams

Donnall Diggs

HOWARD UNIVERSITY TENNIS TEAM RESULTS
Howard vs U.S. Naval Academy on Mar. 5 •
iIT lGfwef

Kabelo Masiane vs. Dan Gordon
Jamal Johnson vs Jay Wickland
Justin McNair vs Brandon Davis
Oronde Miller vs Abe Bradshaw
.GOUBLES

Masiane and Parker retired

winner: Navy
winner: Navy
winner: Navy
winner: Navy

Score: 7-6, 6-2 (7-5 tie-breaker)
Score: 6-4, 6-1
Score: 6-2, 6-2
Score: 6-1, 6-0
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Focused Futures

CS First Boston has made a firm-wide commitment to career
development. That is just good common sense because people are
our most valuable asset. Our professional development program
includes training. mentoring and team responsibilities. And it provides
employees with the knowledge and experience needed to maximize
the opportunities they will find during their careers.
CS First Boston continues to be a leader in the investment
banking community. developing innovative products and services consistently and successfully. For more than 60 years,
and in 20 countries worldwide, our employees - in areas
including Investment Banking, Public Finance, Sales and
Trading, and Research - have worked to help shape the
face of global finance.
As you consider your first career move, set your sights
on CS First Boston.

cs FIRST BOSTON
)

~11, 1994
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What's another 15 minutes?!
Invest In Yourself. Take 15 Minutes and Input
Your Free Personal Listing In

The Martindale-Hubbell® &
LEXIS® Student Directory. ..

• It's FREE
• Input your own listing
• Update on a DAILY basis from school or home
• View only your lis~ing yet provide access
to prospective employers
I

•

LEXIS®· NEXIS®<t= ·

810
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All BtmoPICS are due, paid
in full, the Monday before publication. Announcements by campus
organiztions for meetings, seminars
or non-profit events are free fur 10
words or less and $1 for every additional five words. Campus
announcements for profit are
charged as individuals. Individuals advertising for the purpose of
announcing a service, buying or
selling are charged $5 for the first
20 words and $1 for every additional five words. Local companies are
charged $10 fur the first 20 words
and $2 for every five words thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for the
first 10 words and $1 for every
additional five words.
ANNOUNCEMEN1'S
Why is it . .. whenever I go to a
party the music is whacked and the
people act like they're out to
lunch? FUNK THAT!!! H.U.S.A
and YSB Magazine present the
MEAC CHAMPIONS CELEBRATION for the H.U. Bison Football
and Women's Volleyball 'learns.
All students are invited FREE! you must pick up your ticket at
Cramton Box Office. Friday,
March 11th, Blackburn Center
Ballroom, 10pm to 2am the hypes!
sounds from DJ SPOON and DJ
BERNARD, live performances by
surprise guest artists, fashion
show, comedy host, BET video
crew, and party, Party, PARTY!!!
For more information, call 8057007. (men & women: sign up to
get free haircuts/styling from
James Hicks, one of New York's,
top hair stylist. Those selected will
be featured at the Party. Call
WHBC 806-6674 ask for Haki.)
Volunteer interns needed to work
with Juvenile offenders for the
state attorney's office of Montgomery County. Contact Cliff
Campbell (301)217-7648.
$IO/hour 'llitoring/Group Leader.
Community Outreach. 806-7007
Seventh Day Adventist
Community at H.U. invites you to
Fellowship. Fridays 7pm, Little
Chapel Carnegie Bldg.
Wanted Hard Working, Dedicated,
Responsible, Innovative and Enthusiastic students to produce next year's
Hilltop applications available Wed. in
Student Act. and The HILLTOP
offce
Sexual Harassment Conference,
March 16 at 5:30 p.m. in the School
of Business Auditorium.

Easter Egg Hunt!!! The Florida Club
will sponsor a Easter Egg Hunt for the
Day Care Center located in the Human
Ecology Building on Friday, March 18
at 3:00 p.m. Please come out and join
us!

Ai'IEN'l'ION: Florida club Meeting
on Tuesday, March 15, 1994 in Douglas
116 at 6:30 p.m.
Muslim FHday Jumah Prayer
Every Friday in Blackburn Center,
l-2PM
Muslim Students of H.U.
P.O. Box 404 H.U.
Washington, DC 20059
202291-3790
Scholarships for Undergra?··ates 1n the
Ec:1avioral Sciences (COR-MARC Program). Tuition and Stipend. Applications in the College of Arts and Sci•
ences, Locke Hall and Psychology,
Room 146 CB Powell. Minimum
requirements: 3.0 GPA and Research
interest.

Activities fur Rankin Chapel
March 13. Rev. Benjamin Watts, Pastor. Shiloh Baptist Church - New London, Connecticut.

March

20. Dr. Manuel Scott, Pastor. St. John
Missionary Baptist Church - Dallas,
Texas.
March
27. Dr. Charyl Sanders, Associate Professor of Ethics, Howard University,

School of Divinity.
April 3. Dr. James Massey, Dean of the
School of Theology, Anderson University-Anderson, Indiana.
April 10. Rev. Leon Watts, Pastor,
Jackson Memorial A.M.E. Zion Church
- Hempstead, New York.
April 17.
Dr. Calvin Butts, Pastor, Payne Memor-

ial A.M.E. Church - Baltimore, Maryland.
April 24.
Dr. Vashti McKenzie, Pastor, Payne

Memorial A.M.E. Church - Baltimore,
Maryland.
May 1.
Dr. Bernard W. Franklin, President, Liv-

ingstone College - Salisbury, North Carolina.
May 8. Dr.
Bernard Richardson, Dean of the

Chapel.

May 14.

Commencement.
Attention all Pollworkers: If you have

not yet picked up your pay, you may do
so on Tues., March 8 and Thurs., March

10. from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. in
Room 116, Blackburn Center. Thursday will be the final day to receive you
pay.
Attention: All those interested in
becoming involved in the community.

The Black Dollar Days Committee
needs volunteers to help plan for the
1994 Black Dollar Days extravaganza. For more info please call 8658253.
OMAc SPONSORS "MARCH
MADNESS" Get in shape for summer. Howard Plaza Towers West
Community Room. Aerobics, Body
Toning, self-defense. $25 per month.
To Register call Sensei Juan 387 UMAC (8622).
SONNY BEACHES
189 R/T
CARRIB. OR MEXICO
EUROPE$169
Airhitch 1-800-326-2009
SKYDIVE VlRGINIA. Experience
your freefall fantasy! Special Howard
U. discount. For brochure and details.
Call (703) 289-6285 or (703) 942-8988.
Sc Club Meeting on March 16, 1994
at 6:00 p.m. in Locke Hall, Room 105.
Refreshments will be served.

All international Students in need of
financial assistance, apply for the

HUSA Int'! Scholarship. For more info.
leave a message for Marilyn or Regine.

Volunteers needed for H.U.S.A. Community Outreach Programs. For more

info. call 806-5572.

H.O.S.A. needs volunteers for the
Environmental Task Force. For more

infu. call 806-5572.
You are invited to attend Noonday

Prayer every Wednesday and Friday
from 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m., at
Andrew Rankin Chapel. Come and
enjoy the presence of Jesus
Music Student needed to write lead
sheets using Midi and Music notation
software. Must have a keen ear for
melody and chord construction. Paid
per song or per hour. Call Mr. Dawson

at (202) 882-1447.
RAMADHAN IS HERE
The Muslim Students of Howard Univ
ersity invite the members of the community to the Iftar Dinners.

Dates:Friday, February 11, 1994
Friday, February 18, 1994
Friday, February 25, 1994
Friday, March 4, 1994
Friday, March 11, 1994
Time: 5:30pm
Location: Blackburn Center
Lecture: Mathematics Education for
Africans ans African Americans: A
Conspiracy or a Measure of Inferiority.

March 14, School Of Business, Room
200, 6:30 p.m. Sponsored by Psi Sigma
Pi National Honor Sociey.
Psi Sigma P1 sponsors the First Annual

Greek Hoop Fest (Kappas, Alphas,
Omegas and more) Saturday , March
19th. Burr Gymnasium. Registration
begins at 11 :00 a.m. Admission: 50
cents or canned food. All are welcome

to attend.
HOwARD GOSPEL CHOm
25TH YEAR REUNION
Saturday, April 16, 1994
7:30 p.m.
Cramton Auditorium

6th

& Fairmont Street, N.W
Washington, D.C.
For Further Information:

(202) 462-3655-William Brawer (301)
593-1704-Jeffery Waddy

"PHOBIA" .. l'he Fashion Event

of the Season - Will be held on
'lbastmasters has moved to Room i42
March 23, 1994 in Cramton
in Blackburn on Thursdays at 6:00 p.m. Auditorium. This will be a show
For more information call (202) 328that you will not want miss.
3109.
SERVICES
Spanish Club 'llitoring Session on
HOwARD UN IVERS! l'Y CREDTuesday, March 15, 1994 from 5:00
ITS can be used toward Home Study
p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in Locke Hall,
R.N. If you have 30 to 40 credits
Room 336.
including Anatomy and Physiology
Let's TalliAboutSex!!!!!!
and Microbiology, you only need 33
Cook Hall presents the Sare Sex
more cedits towards your R.N. earns
Workshop on March 16, 1994 at 7:00
as much as $25 to $30 an hour and
p.m. in the Cook Hall Lounge. Don't up. Complete any graduate school,
miss it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
even medical school by working partAttention Arts & Sciences Students
time flexible shifts as an R.N. Send
All sophomores and juniors in the col$50 M.O. for complete INFO
lege of arts and sciences who have not
REPORT to:
compelted a scheme of graduation
DR. SYDNEY
requirements must officially declare
P.O. BOX805
their major by doing a scheme. Delay in
LENOX HILL SW'ION
comepleting the scheme may result in a
NEW YORK, NY 10021
delay in completing your registration
AA Cruise & Travel employment
which begins on April 4, 1994. Contact guide. Earn Big $$$ + travel the
your advisor in the educational advisoworld for free! (Caribbean, Europe,
ry center, between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry! Busy
Mondays through Fridays from Feb. 21
Spring/Summer seasons approachthrough March 18, 1994.
ing. Guaranteed success! Call (919)
'16 all HO students Sensel Juan and
929-4398 ext C242.
UMAC would like to thank all who
All invited on a voyage to Africa!
came out and supported us in the
Trip to Senegal and Ivory Coast.
Blackburn Center as we advertise
May 18 - June 1 at very reasonable
"March Madness" Physical Fitness
Price. Contact: Ruth Rhone at 806Month , Thanks again. Peace. 3876758. Locke Hall 362.
UMAC (8622).
Students- Faculty -Staff
POWER F'OR LIVING Interactive
Top Prices
Bible Study and Fellowship every Tues- Paid for used and unwanted text
day 6:00pm. Sponsored by Azusa Cam- books with resale value.
pus Ministries/Church of God in Christ.
Taj Book Service
The Fire Yet Burns.
(202) 722-0701
GREEN CARD: 27 Iegal ways to
get one. For INFO REPORT, Send
$50 M.O. to:
DR.SYDNEY
P.O. BOX 805
LENOX HILL STATION
NEW YORK, NY 10021
'Il\X PREPARX.t10N- Personalized professional and reliable service.
Student and senior citizen discounts.
Featl!ring the
Call now before the RUSH . Quick
Yol!ng Gl!rll
Tax. (202) 462-5106.
Braids By Michelle. Specializmg in
&DJ Granny Fox
cornrows, individuals, twists, goddess braids, lacing at affordable
:1 for !Drinks B~ 11PM
prices. Please call for your appointment (202) 265-8697.
VCR Service
Free Estimates
All work guaranteed
Call John at (202) 882-2845 or (202)
234-0840.
Is my man or woman cheating'/
Will I graduate? Will I have tuition
with51.1per dj
next semester? Does he or she like
me? To find the answers, talk to PsyArnisteady
chics Live!! 1-900-267-0088 Ext.
8272. $3.99 per min. Must be 18
Granny Fox
years. Procall Co. 602) 954-7420.

&

:if or IDrinks
IO PM 'ti\ Midnite

Convention Ca.fe
1015 7th st. nw
info: (202)516-194 3
creative/ graphics printing 202.544.1780

ee a vacation. .

tresse out orm

School?! Kiss those blues good-bye
with an end of the year trip to
Jamaica. Only $600.00 for 1 week of
fun in the sun! Airfare and hotel
accomadations included! "Come to
Jamaica" is sponsored by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
For more information call (202) 6672086.

BELPWAN'l'ED
Mktg/Adv - Promote & represent

March 11, 1994

AT&T on campus for semester.
Excellent compensation. Call Lisa at
800-592-2121 x134.
Paid internships! Union of Concerned Scientists--work on energy,
arms control, environment, or media

issues. App. deadline for summer:
April 1. Call 332-0900 fur application.

Miss Metropolitan D.C. Scholarship Pageant, Inc. is currently
accepting applications for our July
22, 1994 Pageant. Contestants must
be single and a (i) resident of or
attend school in the District of
Columbia, Maryland or Virginia; (ii)
between the ages of 17 and 26 as of
Pageant Night; (iii) either in high
school or college in good standing;
and (iv) submit a completed application with accompanying entry fee and
photograph. (Proof of age and academic standing required.) Please contact Kayretha Sterling (301/6307345), Vee Davis (202/575-4699) or
Eva Aiken (202/939-8060) or write
to us at the following address:
Miss Metropolitian D.C. Scholarship Pageant, Inc.
P.O. Box 62345
Washington, D.C. 20029-2345
Office worker needed for the New
Amsterdam Apartments. Must be
able to effectively collect rent due.
Please call today at (202) 265-5359.
Ask fur Cynthia Washington. Must
be able to work mornings until the
afternoon.
'I he On-Site Inspection Agency is
seeking persons interested in temporary employment for the summer.
For additional information/ application please call (703) 742-4475 /4583
Important Notice: Exceptional
Opportunity to earn money. Earn
$300 - $600 per week part-time.
Earn $700 • $1200 per week fulltime (comm.) Contact: Arnold M.
Jolievet II - (202~965-9132.
Wolf Trap Faun ation Drivers Summer positions available at at
Wolf Trap. Must be 18 years or older
and have a good driving record.
Familiarity with D.C./No. VNMD
helpful. Variety of responsibilities.
Call (703) 255-1902 for info/interview.

Wolf Trap Foundation Hospitality Summer position available at Wolf
Trap. Duties include grocery shopping, arranging food and beverages
for performers' meals and dressing
rooms. No cooking involved. Must
be 21 years or older. Call (703) 2551902 fur info/interview.
CRUISE SffiPS HIRING - Earn
up to $2000+/mo. on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. Summer &
Full-Time employment available. No
exp necessary. For info. Call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5302.
IN IERvlEWERS: Now hirmg shift

Pools near you! $100 scholarship
available! 301 419 - 0444.
ttentlon

. .

at 1ne

mies, t e

H. U. student comic book publishing
company, and publisher of Flatbush
Native, Envictus and Flatline Comics
is seeking capable student volunteers
to assist in short term to medium
term duties. Volunteers positions
include: public relations, copy editors
and marketing. Paid positions available: Advertising Sales. Great addition to any resume. For more info.
call (202)973-2131. Leave a message. Inquires accerd.
FOR AI,E
DlSCOUN'l' F'URNII'URE: Living room & Dining room sets, Sofa
beds from $99.00; Twin Beds $60.00;
Full $75.00; Desks from $40.00;
Dressers from $25.00; ALso Tables,
Files, more. Delivery and Phone
orders available. Friendly Furniture
Co. 301-699-1778.
FoRREN'l'
Need a place to stay this summer? Want to be blocks from
campus? Want a full kitchen,
dining room, living room plus
your own private room with
parking available? All this can
be yours for less than $300 a
month-plus util. Tuo rooms
available after graduation. Call
immediately: (202) 462-6319 or
797-7140.
Available now! Large sunny second
floor room blocks away from campus,
spacious closets, washer/dryer, dish
washer, wall to wall carpet all this for
$370 plus util.; 1925 Fourth St. Call
(301) 229-2485 NOW.
Renovtd Row Hse: 5 Bdrms, 21)2
bth, fncd yd, Hdwd flr, form! diningrm. 1114 Monroe St. NW $1485
(301) 261-0725
Fairmont St. - 'l'HREE (3) furnished
rooms in house 1/2 block to campus.
Each room has carpet, air conditioner,

keyed locks. Den, Kitchen,
washer/dryer. Utilities paid. Sucurity
deposit. Shen by appointment . Call
Mrs. Thomas 301-464-2931.
2 rooms for rent. $300.00 large,
$285.00 small. Utilities not included.
433 Elm St., NW Furnished and
heated. (202) 387-6023.
!460 Euclid St. NW I-BR, $450.00.
667-1067. 3228 Hiatt Pl., NW 2-BR
$500.00-$700.00, 234-2653. Landlord, (301) 571-1998.
Females: Furnished rooms in house

with modern kitchen, washer and
dryer, den with cable color TV Each
room has wall to wall carpet, air conditioning, walk-in closet, and a pricate

phone line. Three blocks from campus. Contact: Mr. Waddel at (202)
265-5359.
'l\vo bedrooms avaiahle tor immediate occupancy located 1 block
from campus. Fully furnished w/w
supervisors, telephone interviewers,
carpet, ceiling faus excellent opporand data entry personnel for Cancer
tunity for maure students.$ 275 &
Prevention Project at Howard Univer- $285 per month Call (301) 350sity -March 21 -April 15, evenings 5
8358.
-9p.m. and Saturdays 9 - 1 or 1 - 5;
WAN'l'ED: Female to share rebuilt
some weekday 9 -1 and 1 -5 shifts;
2 Br. apt. 1st month's rent $100.00,
must be able to work 4 hour blocks.
depoist required. 2 blocks from
Experienced phone interviewers preMedical/Dental schools, central air
ferred. For data entry, familiarity
conditioning, wall to wall carpet,
with SSPS-PC useful. Call (202)
good security, furnished. Call 202806-5173 immediately.
723-4646 anytime, available immeStudents - Check Out 'these Super
diately.
Specials: Sylvia's Hair Designs,
'two rooms available in E-Livs fabu3103 Georgia Ave Nw, Washington,
lous brick house. Two floors, all brick
DC 20010.
wall, skylight: Top bedroom has its
own den, bottom bedroom has wall to
Perms ............................ $35.00 & up
wall carpet, its own bathroom and
Touch Perms ................ $25.00 & up
nicely remodeled floor. Everything
Shampoo & Set. ........... $20.00 & up
shared evenly. Close to HU. You've
Shampoo &Blow Dry.. $20.00 & up
got to see it! Fat! Call (202) 424Roding .......................... $20.00 & up
9808 or 387-ELIV
Hours : Tuesday Only
'!IRED OF LIVING IN 'IHE HU
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
AREA? WHY NOT TRY CAPITOL
Salon: (202) 726-1537
HILL? UNFURN BDRM IN TOWNHOUSE, AC, W/D, CABLE, DISHPlease call in advance for your
WASHER, TELEPHONE LINE IN
appointment and ask for Ms. Smith.
ROOM, NEAR METRO RAIL, 96
Ladies! Get hair and makeup done
BUS AND SAFEWAY. I'M LOOKFREE! at the Beauty Xplosion!
ING FOR A MXIURE, RESPONSIMarch 15, 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.,
BLE, FEMALE TO SHARE THE
School of Business Auditorium spon- HOUSE. $350 + 1/2 utilities. If
sored by the finer women of Zeta Phi
you're ready fur a different location
Beta Sorority, Inc. Alpha Chapter.
call Rachelle 202-546-4115 after
National Park Summer fobs 5pm.
Over 25,000 openings! (including
Rooms: Newly renovated building
hotel staff, tour guides, etc.) Denefits wall to wall carpet, good security.
+ bonuses! Apply now fur best posiRents start at $295.00 including heat
tions. Call l-206-545-4804 ext.
and hot water. Call 723-4242, anyN5302
time.
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
Room for rent: Harvard & Georgia
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
Ave.area. Extra large room. House
with SASE to:
partially remodeled. Washer/Dryer.
GROUPF1VE
Microwave, quiet, convienient.
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
$325.00 deposit $100.00 Includes utilDover, DE 19901
ities. Call (301) 445-7573.
Tutor-Counselors are needed for a
For Rent: Spacious I BR apartment
six week summer on campus residen- + den. Close to Howard University.
tial academic enrichment program.
Quiet block, ideal environment fur
Profieciency required in English,
study. $450.00/month, no utilities
math or science. Sophomore or high- paid. Call after 7:00 p.m. (202) 291er classification with at least 2.0 GPA 5819.
needed. Salary: $1,500.00 plus room
Northwest Howard University: 3
and board. Applications avaliable
bedroom TI-I's, fireplace, ww, wd, cac,
from Upward Bound Office, Rm. Bbasement, microwave, deck, yard,
10 Carnegie Building.
parking, sec. dep. $795.00 - $1070.00
Important Notice: Exceptional
+ . (202) 462-5106
Opportunity to earn money. Earn
Northwest: 2 bedroom renovated
$300 - $600 per week part-time.
apartment, ww, bar, metro, convenient
Earn $700 - $1200 per week fullto Howard U. $625.00 +. (202) 462time (comm.) Contact: Arnold M.
5106.
Jolievet
965-9132.
Seeking responsible, clean student to
NOW
N ! LIFEGUARDS & rent large basement in spacious home
AREA SUPERVISORS Needed.
with other studetns. Includes WID,
American Pool Services - We train!
w/w carpet, large deck, 2-car garage,

iiittio~

NC, ADT system. Walking distance

•

from campus, metro-bus and rail.

$300/mo. + 1/4 utilities. Preferable
female. Call (202) 986-5489.
Northwest Brookland: Spacious I
bedroom apartment, conven. to

Howard U and metto, ceiling fans,
hardwood floors, laundry room.
FREE UTILITTES. $200 sec. deposit.
$475.00 - $495.00. (202) 462-5106.
Condominium For Rent
Ledroit Park/Howard University
2 Bedroom, fully furnished, wall to
wall carpet, washer/dryer, deck,
secured entry with intercom system,

air conditioning, $825.00 plus electric.
Available May 1, 1994. Call Mrs.
Powell at (703) 914-3326.
Renvted Row Hse: 5 Bdrms, 2 1)2
bth, fncd yd, Hdwd fir, forml diningrm. 1114 Momoe St. NW $1485
(301) 261-0725
PERSONAL$
Beware the snake!!!!
'16 my soul-Mate, You couldn't possibly know how deeply I care for
you because if you did, we'd be
together. From (#6) your SoulMate.
HAPPY 23RD BlRl'HOAY MONICA MILLNER!!! THANKSFOR
BEING THERE FOR ME THESE
PAST YEARS AT HOWARD.
FROM "HABIA HAB~• TO
"HAMPTON", TO "MARMA
DUKE" TO "PANAMA:', THE
MEN IN YOUR LIFE. YOU'VE
BEEN THROUGH A LOT GIRL!!
BUT I'VE WATCHED YOU
BLOSSOM INTO A BEAUTIFUL
AND INTELLIGENT YOUNG
LADY. GOOD LUCK IN THE
FUTURE AND MUCH HAPPINESS. LUV YOU LIKE A SIS.
DELICIA
P.S. REMEMBER
THOSE CINNAMON TOAST
DAYS ON HARVARD ST.?! BUT
WE SURVIVED!
atm
Those late night hours at the office
make for interesting possibilities. So
whutaboutit?
Southern Comfort
Happy Belated 21st Birthday
MICHELLE HousroN. You're getting
old girl!Love your cuz.
David P. Surprise Happy Birthday
Sweetie Love Always Ali-Cat
Hey Cousin Marc- I haven't heard
from you. You owe me a visit.
eL er:: even though we had temporary amnesia and forgot your B-day
Hilltopic-did you like your present.
TheHillto~
To:s
AND
LARRY

J
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Love, 'Iii, Icon Q!,,en
H!Ltl'OPPERS: 22 down and only
a few more to go ... Looks like we
just might be gettin' the hang of this
Mis, %.tropo(itan

vc. Sdio/il#rip

~t,[,u.
/,1 currently accepting applicatioM for our

July 22, 1994 Pageant.
Contestants must ...
1. be sing le.

2. be a resident of or attend school in
the District of Columbia, Maryland
or Virginia .
3. be between the ages of 17 and 26
as of Pageant Night.
4. be either a high school or college
student in good standing.
5. submit a completed application
with accompanying entry fee and
photograph. (Proof of age and academic
standing required.)

Please contact Kayretha Sterlin
(301/630-7345), Vee Davis (20:?/575-4699
or Eva Aiken (20:?/ 939-8060) or write
us at the following address:
Miss Metropolitan D.C. Scholarship
Pageant, Inc.
P.O. Box 62345,
Washington, D.C. 20029-2345

YOU SHOULD NOT HAVE TO
PAY FOR COLLEGE!!!

* Millions available in
Government funds.

* Don't take out loans.
Government grants are available.

* No eligibility requirements.

* Find out now how to get money
for the Fall semester.
Send $10.00 for an
INFORMATION PAK to:
Student Research Initiative (S.R.I.)
P.O. Box 181171
Fairfield, OH 4S018

Do Not Pass This Opportunity Up!!!

I

